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Fresh
Fruit!

A scene from Sunday afternoon at Pollock Halls when the
Student leaflet team went into
action - a leaflet under every
door.
Lights were flashing , cars
were crashing (well, nearly) and
the sound of T. Rex blared from·
somewhere in the direction of
Fraser House.
In the midst of it all, new students were arrivirif- alone in
taxis - into a new world of canteen food and non-stop pub
crawls. The lunar landscape of
Arthur's Seat looming large in
the background reminded Student of Neil Armstrong's small
step . . . which turned out to be
giant.

Junior Common Room Committee members soon bounced
out to greet the doubtful looking
students and carried suitcases up
to the smallcells to which their
owners had been .confined for a
_year. And once again they were
on their own.

Monday morning in the Student Centre was equally hectic.
The Accommodation desk was
going like a fair , and the Students' Association offices were
packed.
Occasionally an overworked
office-bearer would hurry by,
clutching a bundle of posters or a
pile of leaflets.
"Where's the Freshers' Week,
Director?" cried one secretary,
venturing out amongst the palm
trees.
"He went that way - quarter
of an hour ago!" was the reply.
And the mayhem continued.
By noon , already one sparkling
new matriculation card was lost
and on display in the window of
the Potterrow. ·
Outside the Student Accommodation Service up the road "
from the Student office in
Buccleuch Place, a mob of irate
looking students sat on suitcases
... waiting.
Its not all all pub-crawls and
wholefood lunches. What a
week. ·

Where to eat, drink, shop, get-fit
and get clever. Entertainment, culture, welfare, information for
·Freshers' Week; Student brings
you its comprehensive guide to
Edinburgh.

Desperately
Seeking Juliet

dinburgh-Moscow EUSA

~~~~~~-r~~~;oos =

lions, the latest in a series of discussion meetngs between leading
British Soviet, and American
defence and international relations
experts, has been deferred as a
result of the recent round of spy
expulsions.
Only 36 hours after Britain's
decision to expel 25 Russian
"agents" from London, the Soviet
party to the Conversations decided
that itwould be preferable to defer
the meeting.
In response, Edinburgh University, under whose auspices the Con.versations take place, made it clear
that though it regretted that the
meetings could not take place as
scheduled, the invitation still
stands.

Dr John Burnett, Principal and
Vice-Chancellor of the University,
said that they would be "discussing
with the other participants, as well
as those from the USSR, the feasibility of holding the meeting at later
date."
The meetings were to have taken
place here at the University between September 15 and 18, on the·
continuing theme of 'Survival in
theNuclear Age'. Prospects for
agreement on arms control, and the
differeing attitudes and perceptions
of the superpowers were due to
have been discussed this year,
issues particularly significant in
view of the forthcoming Geneva
summit
between
Presidents
Reagan arid GOibachev.

hcld """'

mally and in private, but they play
an important role in · sustaining
East-West links, especially when
Moscow and Washington are not
otherwise communicating, as Dr
Burnett underlined:
"We, at 1he University , have in
the past laid considerable importance on maintaining such contacts
under academic auspices through
times when the international political climate has been critical."
Among those who were to have
taken part in the Conversations are
members of a number of influential
and decision-making bodies in their
respective countries. The Soviet
group includes a senior Foreign
Ministry official, and one from the
Defence Ministry; the deputy
chairman of the US Arms Control
and Disarmament Agency is among
those representing the USA, while
British participants include Dr Burnett and Professor John Erickson,
Head of the' University's Department of Defence Studies, and MPs
John Smith and Nicholas Soames.
The Edinburgh Conversations
were initiated in 1981 by academics
· here, as an annual meeting of
prominent national figures, scientists and experts from Britain and
the Soviet Union. The Conversations have alternated between
Edinburgh and Moscow, and since
1983 representatives from the USA
'have joined the discussions, but in a
smaller capacity.
AlasWr Dalton

takes
grants initiative
The
University's
Students' within the University and a unfted
Association is to sustain· a major _ Students Association."" The SecretEducation Campaign •from the ary explained that a build up of the
beginning of the new session -pre- functions of Faculty Councils, and
sented as a massive united front the Students Representative Counagainst further Government cut- cil, would he"lp with the fight
backs which are likely to affect'. all against what have aready been
students.
identifiea as . government target
areas.
Housing Benefit is likely to be
abolished altogether this year, and
the level of both student grants and
eligibility for social security during
vacations are both likely to be
affected yet further.
The lobbying of disaffected Con-.
servative MPs proved effective during last year's grants campaign, and
will be continued this session.
Trade Union and NUS support will
be canvassed, and University officials including Rector Archie Macpherson are also to be lobbied.

Robbie Foy
EUSA Secretary Robbie Foy
said at the beginning of Freshers'
Week that a much more "broad
based" education campaign would
now be available to build on the
successes of last year's grants campaign.
"We hope to achieve a broader
perspective, building support

Robbie foy explained that the
SRC Executive had conducted a
series of meetings about the Educa1ion Campaign, and it had been recognised that there was-a need to
oppose Sir Keith Joseph's ideology
·which "revolved around the importance of courses relevant to vocations" - particularly Science and
Technology related courses.
The Secretary likened the new
Education Campaign to "fighting
against a huge, incoming tide."
Oevin Scobie

Is your name Juliet? Have you
ever been to India? If the answer is ·
"yes" to both of these questions,
you could be the lucky girl we're
looking for. Student "Personals"
puts people in touch- right across
the globe.

-page5

Good Loo
Guide

The essential complement to the
welter of information at your.i
fingertips. If you don't want to sit
with legs cross at your interview
with your Director of Studies, turn·
straight to the Loo Guide.

-page 16
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Dental training goes on

School saved

The tong-running battle to
th Ed'10b
it De tat
save . e
urg
n
Hospital and School has finally
been won - subject only to the
formal approval of new plans
by the Secretary of State for
Scotland which is expected
before the end of this year.
Professor John Southam, Dean
of Dental Studies, outlined tlie situation this week following a crucial
meeting between representatives of
the Scottish Home and. Health
Department, the University Grants

The Edinburgh Dental

standards of teaching and dental
care would at least be as good as the
existing set-up.
An effective campaign was
organised during the summer vacation by the Students' Association,
and . Secretary ~obbie ~oy
explamed that a .umted campaign
by students, staff, trade umons ~nd.
the general pubhc had helped bnng
about the successful result.
Professor Southam said he and
colleagues in his department were
"very satisfied" with the outcome
which, he felt, was due more to
political and public support rather

hool

Committee,Edinburgh University,
and Lothian Health Board.
A new dental hospital is to be
built within the next four or five
years on the large car park area of
George Square. This area was originally earmarked for a massive £8
million school and hospital
development, but shelved in the
wake of government cutbacks. The
new building is expected to cost
about £3.9 milliori , and assurances.
were made at the meeting that the

sure.
The present Dental Hospital and
School in Chambers Street has very
serious deficiencies, ·and will be·
sold when the new buiding is ready
to open. University Principal John
Burnett said that "the proposals
represent a compromise, but. the
scheme will be effective both from
the point of view of patients and
dental students alike."
Devin Scobie

Support ·
organised
for
apartheid
A new right-wing Scottish -South
African Union is to be declared at
this month's Conservative Party
conference - but despite press
reports this week, organiser Noran
Richmond has no official connec'tions as a student at Edinburgh.
Confusion began over an article
in last week's Scotsman claiming
that Richmond was a 2nd year Law
student at Edinburgh .University.,
Curiously this bogus claim was
positvely verified, when Student
spoke to the Conservative Party's
Central Office for Scotland, in
Edinburgh. Mr Richmond himself,
however, pointed out that he has
nothing whatsoever to do with the
University.
..
He is, in fact, an Honours Politics
and Economics student at Glasgow
University, and is taking a year out
to further political aims. He has an
option, it seems, to study law at
either Edinburgh or Glasgow next
year.
The Tory Party has already disowned the new union - despite
which Mr Richmond is hopeful that
"support" groups might be set up at
Universities across Scotland . He
hoped that Edinburgh University
- · which substantially supported
Nelson Mandela's candidature for
Rector in March - might have its
own group within a year.

New Chair lifts off
been highlighted.
It was important th~refore that
Dr Morris stated that his approach
to the parano~al is essentia]J)
sceptical. "I am still not totally con.
vinced by the evidence for psi," he
says, and he describes his role~
that of an investigator, not an adv~
cate .

Few academic appointments in
past months can have received mor.e
media attention than has the ~ectsion to make Dr Robert Morns, of
Syracuse {!!)iversity '. N~w ,.-York
State Edinburgh Umvers1ty s Professo; of Parapsychology. This is the
first post of its kind in' the UK and
.because of its unusualnature the~e
was 3 great interest when Dr Morris
·made an early visit to Edinburgh
recently to describe his view of,,
parapsychology, and the direction
his researches will take.

He says cautiously that "A CTude
body of knowledge app~ars to be
emerging that we ~an build upo0;
and his research will be undertaken
in JI quiet and systematic manner.
avoiding
the · sensatioDll
"Ghostbusting" image that ,ill
have to be fought if his work is tobe
taken seriously, exposing fakes an.j
considering non-specific exp!.
ations at all times.

The new Professorship is funded
by a bequest of over £500,000,
which was left by the writer ,Arthur
Koestler for the establishment of
such a position in Britain. Ho~ever, in the search for the most suitable candidate, the controversy
surrounding this type of study has

AnneMcNaup

EUSA defends Unions
resentation of the differing vie11
and perspectives held amilD!
10,000 students."
The •Government Green
suggests that the policies of studem
unions have "not always been ~
resentative of the student body &
whole . . . their policies are de11r.
mined and implemented by ,
minute proportion of their u ·
membership."

The ED Students' Association
sabbatical students, and their Scottish Universities' colleagues, have
met to respond to the section in the
Government's Green Paper, Education in the 1990s, which accuses
student unionism of bejirg . unrepresentative of its membe'i-ship.

r~

A Functional Assessment of
Edinburgh University Students'
Association has been prepared, and
it argues that the basic concept of
EUSA is that services should be
provided "for the students by the
students". It argues that "EUSA
has structured itself and adopted
election policies which seeks to
Devin Scobie ensure the widest possible rep- '

The EUSA paper will be talcent:
the SRC, the Student Affairs Cm
mittee , and the Court for appr01,
The Edinburgh document , a.
those of the other Scottish Unim
sities' Associations will be rot
piled into a single document .

11111 EUSA: To use or abus

The name, Edinburgh University Students' Association, is
another of those titles whkh gives scope to the "in" crowd. You
know you've arrived when you start talking about "EUSA" or
''The Association". Getting to grips with the name is one thing.
Getting to grips with what's in thename is quite another. Every
matriculated student becomes a member ofEUSA, and members ,
have numerous venues open to them to become involved in the
running of their Association. Unfortunately, few people take
advantage of such openings.
Theoretically, EUSA operates
by "µe neral Meeting demoncracy" , in that all members, and
office-bearers, are accountable to
the various "GMs" of EUSA members held throughout the year.
Anything an office-bearer does can
be overthrown or altered by the
action of a General.Meeting. However to change the policies of the
Association in that way requires the·
presentation of a motion to the GM
signed by 100 people. For the
motion to be put into effect, a
majority of those present have to
support it -with a minimum of 300
votes in favour. The last GM had an
attendance of around 50.
There are an awful lot of officebearers in ·EUSA. For starters,
they're on three flouse committees, six SRC commiJtees, and nine
Faculty Councils. For the sake ofi
simplicity, EUSA is made up of
only four main parts: the Students'
Representative Council (SRC), the
Unions, the Societies' Council, and
the Publications Board.
The Publications Board is the
only student owned and run publishing house in Britain. As well as
extetnal projects, suchas the publication of books like Scottish Football: A Pictorial History, The Pubs
Board also publishes Student.
The Societies Council co-ordinates and helps to gide the activities
of the 100-plus societies which it

the operations of the Union houses come the six sub-committees of theSRC. These have directly-elected
overall.
The · Students' Representative conveners, and cover subjects such
Council is, in the minds of some as Accommodation and Welfare.
people, the place for "hacks" . The ordinary members of the six
Hacks are people who gain the sub-committees.are drawn from the
reputation of being almost obses- ranks of the SRC Faci'ilt):' reps ·who,

is the "Cabinet" of the SRC, ane
work is referred to the "Legi.
ture" , the full SRC - the F
Conveners, the SRC Conven(
the sabbaticals, and the ordi~
Faculty-representing members.:
complete the analogy, the Gelli
Meeting is "sovereign" over '.
SRC::. There is no higher auth~
than the General Meeting '
assuming that that meeting is q~
ate, and that motions are passe(
a majority-of votes.
• There is one other major cJ
mittee which is part of the SI
The Finance Committee adrni
trates the financial dealings
BUSA, and its members come fi1 1
various parts of the AssociatioD
well as three direct!y-elected ml
bers.
The SRC is a phenomenally
plicated organisation. However
an ordinary member of BUSA
elect class members on to
Faculty Councils, and you elect
dents from your Faculty as ordi
members of the SRC. The
opportunity to do this will
later in October, with bye-elec
for first year reps to the SRC.
ordinary members form the
SRC sub-committees, and you
the conveners of those sub-co
tees. The six conveners join
four sabbatical office-bearers,
you also elect, on the SRC Ex
tive. All these people - except '
class-elected reps - are on the
dents' Representative Co
together with the Faculty Con
ers and the members of the Fin
Committee.
In the end , the SRC is answ
ble to a quorate General Mee
It is up to you to make those 111
in~ _q uorate, and to vote in
tions, if you care enough to do

recognises. It and Pubs Board, are
fairly easy to define, since they are
individual entities whose activities
are explained by their names. The ·
complications arise when the workings of the Unions and the SRC are
concerned. Basically, the Unions
deal with the social sideof student
life; the SRC with the political side.
There are three .Union houses:
Teviot Row, Chambers Street, and
Student Centre. (The Kings Buildings , Sports, and Postgraduate
Unions are independent of
EUSA). Each of these houses has
its own convener and committee.
The conveners and some ot tne
ordinary committee members are
elected. Other committee members
are co-opted.
At the top of the Union hierarchy
are the .Committee of Management
and the Union Executive. The
Union Executive is mainiy made up
of the house conveners, and the
four EUSA sabbatical office-bearers: President, Deputy President,
Secretary, and Treasurer. The decisions made by the Union Executive
have to be approved by the Committee of- Management, which is
made up of Union office-bearers,
representative from the University
Administration, a Finance Secret='
ary, ans,I some elected members. As
its name would indicate, the Committee of Management manages

t

And through the round window, you can see how bureaucracy operates.

sed by the internal goings on in the unlife their class-elected colSRC. And a Tot does go on in the leagues, are directly elected by
,SRC. At the bottom of the SRC their respective entire Faculties on
pile are the nine Faculty Councils to the SRC.
The six conveners from the suband their nine Faculty Conveners.
The Faculty Conveners are elected committees form the SRC Execuby student members of the Faculty, tive, along with the four sabbatical
whereas the ordinary Faculty Com- office-bearers previously menmittee members are elected by clas- tioned. The sabbaticals take a year
ses. The Facufty ·councils deal with out and hold "Association-wide"
the specific problems of Faculties responsibilities which come under
the titles of President, Deputy Presand departments.
ident, Secretary, and Treasurer:
Next to the Faculty Co1Jn~ls Very generally, the SRC Executive
. . .. , '> ,
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The ocieti Fair · held at the
Pleasance from Wednesday
2nd to Friday 4th October, 11
am to 4.30 pm. This mar·
i y ur Big ban e to
ketpl
join anything up to 120 Socs,
though you would be advi ed to
exercise some measure of
restraint.
The most effective survival
technique to deploy when tackling
this gropers' fiesta i to " be prepared": legions or malevolent dange awai1 the unwary punter and
his groat . The perilous scamper
through the vast endurance tesJ
which comprises the societie Fair
i fraught with anguished mental
decision
a well as physical
hazard . The ne" ly arrived ques1o rs are ucked into a veritable vortex or jostling humanity, and find
1hemselve. propelled around lhe
ietie obstacle course with all
1he velocity or a rabid 1011oise.
Thi luggish bu1 inexorable tide
o r vencbrates, as it congas its weary

way Crom Ochil Room to Somerville Room. provide the dedicated observer of human nature
with , a they say, a plentiful upply .
Panicularly choice are the gesticulations, which run the entire gamut
or expression from , "Hi doll,
remember me? I'm the ultra-cool
hipster you met at the Pollock party
last night" to "Get that umbrella
out or my groin, you bastard". A
faint miasma pervades the atmosphere , an earthy smell compounded of sodden parkas, fetid
trainers and most agrics.
If you survive the crush in this
seething morass of frantic sapients
(a visit to the bar beforehand is
recommended), then, and only
then, does the agonising over which
Soc 10 join commence. Make no
mistake, despite the cries or the
hawkers and the urgent tones of the
more subtly persuasive, this is a
buyers' market - it's up to you to
choose. desoite the dubious tactics
or those Socs offering cheap booze
or a ' nite on the town' in order to

hich bank 10 u is an impor·
lant con ideration for tudent
mo I bank offer some kind of .. ini-

..._____,/ _MONEY ArMa
week (Monday - Teviot Row;
Tuesday - KB Refectory; Wednesday
' tuden1
entre);
although there are the oa:a ional
additional
venue .
During
Freshers' Week there will be a
MAC desk in the tudent Centre
(under the dome) every afternoon
until Friday - look out for the red
MA banner.
We are anticipating a busy first
few weeks with late arrival of grants
being a major problem; coupled
with the large increase in rates (and
consequently rents) in the Edin-

CENTRE -'___.

tial incentive" offer to encourage
student custom - hoping to con·
tinue that custom after graduation
into w;ell·paid employment! But it'
useful to find out a few facts about
the bank . For instance, do they
charge for tran ction on tudent
accounts; what are their overdraft
terms? Sometimes bank are more
willing to give overdrafts if parents
hold an account with the same
bank. It i also worth keeping on
good terms with tbe bank manager.
Wheo the account starts to dwindle
the best advice is to arrange an

get their grimy paws on your pre- .Societies is, in fact, generally the
cious hekel (particularly precious ea iest of all unwanted attentions to
if you haven't got your grant yet).
fob off. The studious stare in the

Gu
the Society. ls it the Archie (MacPherson) Appreciation Soc, or the
Pollock Food Fan Oub?
Phoro by David Yarrow
The
direct,
bludgeoning
approach favoured as a recruitment
tactic by the more Draconian

verdraft in ad11.ance rather than
h. M t
write cheque t blllin
managers will give one if there' a
good en ugh re n, particularly
delayed b
ing
uch gr un
bencft
Thi year. ·nth gone up nee
again. and many 1udents may find
the are pa 1ng m re than £15.75 a
week . bove th magic figure.
me r the e cess may be claimed
h using benefit upplemen1 .
Rate rebat are leul tcd pa·
rately. and.
rate are !ten
included in th um paid rent. 11'
worth checking eligibilit . laim
f rm re a ailnble fr m MA or
the
ffice .
with m t servi
we come
a r
the occasional qu ti n we
can't an wer. in which= we refer
10 the relevant rgani!,311 n ; but we
can help ludents with m I oftbeir
traighlforward enquirie . 0 viously the continuati n, and expand pend on the
100, of M
pe pie involved . There are two
main recruitments in the year - the
fir:;t in October. and again in second term.
tudents willing to
become involved mu I attend a
weekend trainings ion where the
m t frequeotl encountered problerm are covered by a speaker from
the itizen Rights Office. The volunteer work on a rota
tern cov·
enng, at the moment, three lunch
time a week. Meetings are held
each Wegnesday to bring together
any critici~ms or new ideas f r
impr vement .
ibi year we h pe 10 expand
,MA to cover more areas of the
ni11ersi1y, with a view to reaching
as man tudents as
ible. Pr •
pective volunteers hould contact
Cathy Preslaod in the EUA
office . or a k omeone on a M
desk!
The more volunteers we have,
them re information desk we can
pro ide. ThtJ'!.lim oTtheservice i to
give students enough information
• to be able to cope with financial
problems themselves; and to com·
municate to them their entitlement
to cenaio benefits.
It' an intere ting service and
good fun tobe iovolvedwith . liyou
want to know more - ask me :
Cathy Presland {Welfare Con·
vener).

01herdirection, 1hecla icside-step
and the blunt verbal refusal (pick
your own terminology) are only
some of the better-known evasion
techniques. Other Socs adopt the
'noise level' ploy, relying on the
age-old premise that he who
bouts loudest get beard . . .
hence the periodic blasts of mu ic
from groups trying 10 win new
member by d' playing their vir-.
1u ic talen at cxce ive volume.
1hers ill. inth" chao1icjungleof
advertisement, remain seemingly
aloof; quiet poo of tranquility
all
amidst the v leanic erupti
r und . But beware. the I uer are
often the m . 1 m idi us of au for

their arachnid pose exerts an
irresistible fascination on the gullible punters ... and before they
know what's happened , they've
signed away their groats and blown
their macho image by joining the
Ballroom Dancing Soc or the
Bridge Club.
The secrets of successful Socializing are to remain alert at all times,
never relinquishing your money
until you know exactly what the hell
you're letting yourself in for, and
generally keeping your phaser on
stun. Witli these provisos in mind,
Soc-hunters can be assured or finding almost anything they Caney (and
quite a lot that they don't) during
the long trek through the turbulent
hordes at the Pleasance. The brainmelting
mental
gymnastics
involved in deciding which of your
many undoubted tafonts to indulge
1s the main problem - if you're an
incurable dither, then the experi.:nce of Soc Fair ·ss could well
prove fatal.
At the end of the day, as one
'regards the battered remnants who
emerge, bone-tired and battleweary, from their Herculean
endeavours in ttie bowels or the
Pleasance , one pauses awhile to
wonder: was it worth it? Will their
suffering pur them on 10 create a
bener world for the generations 10
come? Or will their high ideal
founder on the rock of apathy,
televi i n and interminable Pollock
corree·drinking
i n after a paltry t bree wee ?
Pr bably.
Htalhtr Folty

I - - - - - - - - - · . - - - - - - - -,
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! ALBA EDINBURGH
I
I
I

£5

VOUCHER VALID Tll, NOV. 5TH

ALBA produce beautiful designer knitwear.
Our products are sold in shops all over the
world.
The new craft centre in Waverley Market,
Princes Street offers a unique opponunity to
buy our superb jumpers direct from the
manufacturer.
As an added incentive we 'JI give all students
{5 offany jumper bought in Waverley Marke
- but hurry, offer closes November 5th.
To obtain the lS discount bring the cut-out
voucher above and student I.D.
N.B. only one voucher per purchase,
vouchers redeemable against purchase of
jumpers and is not valid for purchases of
accessories-gloves, scarves etc.
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' ATERING
SERVICES-11i&"",itgar<.u111b11~
EPARTMENT

AT KING'S BUILDINGS
K.B . .CENTRE
REFECTORY
COFFEE BAR
CAR#Y-OUT

K.B. UNION
DINING ROOM
(for Lunches and Teas)
SNACK BAR IN TV LOUNGE

J.C.M.B. & COLLEGE OF
ARGICULTURE BUILDINGS
SNACK BARS

PLUS

HOT AND COLD DRINKS AND
SNACK VENDING MACHINES

Nominations are open for 1st Year seats on
the SRC in the following Faculties:-

Science (3 seats) Law (1 seat)
Medicine (1 seat) Arts (3 seats)
Social Science (2 seats)
In addition there are 2 seats for Postgraduates from any Faculty.
Get more information and collect a nomination form from the EUSA offices. Nominations must be returned by the candidate, in
person before 1.00 pm Thursday 17 October
to EUSA offices.

Items for What's On, Letters, Small Ads,
Inside Back Page or unsolicited articles,
reviews etc. , can now be submitted for publication by placing them in the big red Student box,
under the dome in the Student Centre.
Please leave your name, address and contac
tphone number wi_th all items- to avoid disappointment. The box is emptied every Monday
at l.OOp.m.
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Established in 1889

published by EUSPB .

What's in a name?
On my journeys through Pollock on Sunday, spreading the word of
Student by leaflet, one girl in particular took exception to its first two
worcls: ''Dear Fresher •.• "; she read out ironically. This reminded me
of my own feelings two years ago when I was in exactly the same situation.
Of course, ''fresher" is better than the American ''freshman" in
being a non-sexist and fairly ideologically sound word. But the connotations of newly shaved rosy cheeks and/or neatly ironed St Michael underwear are still there.
What I'm saying is simple: we were a// freshers once. Whether a second-year Business Studies student, President of the Students' Association, hippest dude on campus, or any combination of the three at one
time or another, we have all walked round George Square carefully concealing our Fresher's Handbook as we search for a partly fictitious
Polish Anthropological Society wholefood lunch.
So forgive us for using the words "Freshers Guide" in our special
''Freshers"' issue. We can't think of anything better. "Orientation
Week" is too classical; likewise "Week Zero Minus One". No, ''Freshers'
Week" it is, unless someone comes up with a better !dea. It's used
almost entirely subconsciously
and it's only a name.
Perhai,s we should ask for even more forgiveness for including the
article on .Student itself on this page. It may seem self-indulgent, but I
believe it is an important step in opening our doors as wide as possible to
this year's . . . ''freshers". There must be no mystique surrounding
what goes on here in the basement of 1 Buccleuch Place.
It is important for every student at this University to feel that, if they
want to, they can be a part of their student newspaper. Student is run by
students for students and is owned by - yes - students.
Whether anyone should want to contribute articles, take photographs, help with layout, help with management, or just ignore us, they
must not be treated as morally obliged consumers of the product of some
students who would like to be journalists. It is not for us at Student to say
that people ought to buy the paper just because we put a·Iot of work into
it. 1t is our job to make it accessible to as many students as possible. At
the moment we havt a circulation of about 1,500 copies per week, and we
believe that two or three people see each copy. In a university this size
there is no reason why we can't sell 2,500.
If you don't have a good time in Freshers' Week, all is not lost. Many
people are slow at making new friends, or need to find a common interest
in order to do so - other than a dislike of Pollock food. So run the
· gauntlet of Societies Fair and join a few "socs" - while you've still got
the cash.
Of course, it costs nothing to get involved in Student. Why not come
to the basement, 1 Buccleuch Place, for our training session on Friday at
10.30 am? Or the meeting on Friday at 1.00 pm? We'll do our best to
make you welcome.
Feel free to come down to the office any time and leave your name,
address and telephone number. We'll be in touch as soon as possible.
Letters and comment are always welcome.
If you're lucky enough to have :mrted out accommodation, grant
whatever "that is), banking, your course, matricuJation etc, this week is
or having fun.
Good luck and have a good week from l\11 of us at Student,

Staff
Editor

A

WEEK

IN

THE

LIFE

OF

STUDENT

Student was originally set up "to
provide a basic training in journalism" for those involved - that
was 97 years ago. This, of course, is
the function of most student newspapers. However, unlike most student newspapers, we are not just a
society sponsored by the Students'
Representative Council (SRC). We
run ourselves as a commercial
enterprise, with a special committee of Edinburgh University Student Publications Board (EUSPB
or "Pubs Board" - see page 13)
appointing the editor. This means
that we have complete editorial
freedom from the University and
the Students' Association - and
we have to appeal to the students of
the University in order to sell our
print run.
The articles in Student are not ali
written by the staff. The names in
the staff-list are those of the people
responsible for editing, layout and
weeklr writing for a team.

The Friday Meeting
Friday at one o ;clock in the
basement of 1 Buccleuch Place is
where the Student week starts (see
photo).
The editor's office is usually
crowded with standing people, and
there are quite a few new faces present. If you come to one of these
meetings, don't worry if it seems as
if everyone knows everyone else.
Likely as not, the guy/girl next to
you isn't feeling any better. I still
feel like that , and I'm the editor. By
the time you've been to a couple of
meetings , you'll know the faces
almost as well as I do.
It is now that articles and photographs are commissioned for the
next issue (reviews, news stories,
sports items etc.) and people with
particular ideas for articles can discuss them with the sub-editors.
Even if you don't have any ideas,
come and· speak to me , and we'll
work out some sort of theme for an
article·from what you're interested
in.
Monday
On Monday morning , most of
the articles are submitted to the
various sub-editors, whose job it is
to go through them - taking bits
out if necessary, cutting them down
to the necessary )ength, and correcting any spelling/grammatical
errors etc.
The articles then need to be
"typeset". When an article has
been typeset , it consists of a "galley" approximately four feet long
and one column wide. This will
eventually be cut and glued down
to a grid sheet - a sheet of paper

the size of the paper you are reading, marked out in columns. The
s'!b-editor decides at this stage
how s/he will layout the articles, &
writes on them which typesize ,
typeface and column widths are
required. The articles are then
taken upstairs to the two typesetters.
Tuesday
On Tuesday morning, the photographs are developed, and the subeditors must decide what size they
are to be on the page. The enlarging
and reducing is done at the same
time as the "screening" of photosthis involves turning the tones of the
photograph into "dots", and is
done in the Student Centre.
All day on Tuesday, typeset articles are proof read , and as many
errors as possible are corrected.
Unfortunately, we often find ourselves with no time to correct all the
errors when the deadline arrives on
Wednesday at 11 am.
Layout begins at 6 pm on Tuesday evening, once the photographs
are brought back from screening.
This is done by cutting out the galleys,
screened
photographs,
adverts etc, and pasting them to
the grid sheets. There are many
other stages to laying out a newspaper, which you really have to see ,
rather than read about.
Wednesday
On Wednesday morning, headlines and photo-captions are ·
typeset , and work goes on until the
deadline of 11 am , when the prin-

ters come and pick up our "art
work". In the evening, 2,000 papers
are returned, and it is up to the Stu dent manager to begin selling them .
Some are sold that same evening at
.Pollock Halls and also at the Student Centre outside the "Green
Banana Club. "
Thursday
Sellers (earning Sp commission
on each copy) go out all over the
University this mooing. You can
recognise a Student seller by his or
her fluorescent orange bag and persuasive manner. Papers are also
distributed to many (leading) Edinburgh newsagents.
Friday
If you're still interested in writing
for Student after reading this ,
you're probably crazy. But, you can
become involved at whatever level
suits you - whether you write one
music review a term , or apply for
the editorship.
The best thing to do in Freshers'
Week (apart from attending the
Wednesday "Launch Lunch") is to
come to the "Training Session" at
10.30 am , on Friday in our basement office, 1 Buccleuch Place (see
map). Or, come along later onFriday to the meeting at'l pm. If you
don't make it that Friday , come any
Friday at 1 pm , or come any Monday or Tuesday lunchtime and ask
to speak to the editor. If I'm not
there , leave your phone number ,
name , address etc, in an envelope
marked "Editor" and I'll get back
to you.

Featuces

John Petrie
Writings

Assistant Editor

Peter Carroll
Sport

News

Alan Young
David Cline
Alastair Dalton
Jenny Dunn
Anne McNaught Photography
Davin Scobie

What's On
Music
Arts

Richard Mawdsley
Andrew Wyatt
David Yarrow

Sally Greig
Katrina Phillip
Keith Cameron Illustrations

Stella Collier
John Henderson

Trevor Johnston
Manager

Heather Foley
Martin McHugh Advertising
Names shown in staff Jist show sub-editor

first then other editing/lay-out staff in
alphabetical order. Pages with no overall
sub~ditor show names in alphabetical
order: Contributor,s names are given
beside individual articles.

UJ-~

David Yarrow
James Laidlaw
John Lindsay
Chas Ross

Iain Mc'Laughlin

Neville Moir
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111111 Arts·for arts sake
It might not be wise to begin
this guide to theatre in the
Athens of the North on a bum
note, but i'm going to anyway.
There might be masses of
board-treading going on during the Festival, but there isn't
so much thespian activity during the rest of the year. But
that's not to say that the place
is entirely dead. Far from it.
Here's a brief guide to what's
where, and a taster for the
coming months.
The Kings (!:.even Street,
Bruntsfield) is the type of theatre
you find in any large town. It shows
traditional plays which are well
established and no risk to boxoffice takings. It is also the venue
for classical ballet, and is a solid
dependable sort of place for an
enjoyable evening out. From Oct.
8-26 · there's Scotland the What?
which is described as "an outrageously funny evening of Scottish
anarchy. " Then, between Oct. 28
and Nov. 2 Tom Fleming stars in
Bertolt Brecht's Life Of Galileo
which is perhaps Brecht's finest
work for the theatre. The Kings
annual pantomime is usually good
for a laugh. This year it's Aladdin,
with Stanley Baxter as Widow
Twankey. So start stocking up your
sticky sweets. It runs from Dec. 7Feb. 22.
The Theatre Workshop (Hamilton Place, Stockbridge) on the
other hand is a place to see innovation. It regularly stages so-called
alternative productions which some
people find wonderful. Others are
not so keen on these rather off-beat
plays but the Theatre Workshop is
certainly worth a visit, if only for
the experience. How about the
story of the Spanish Civil War told
through "a variety of dramatic
techniques (documentary realism ,
lyricism, music and humour)"? that's The Cry of Spain (Oct. 9-12).
Or perhaps It's a Free Country
(Oct. 31-Nov. 2), "a bright and
breezy new cabaret-style comedy"
about life in Thatcher's Britain by
Wildcat Stage Productions?
In a similar vein is the Traverse
Theatre (112 West Bow). Situated

A

No, we don't know w y t e car is there either.

at the top end of the Grassmarket,
the Traverse is the place in Edin:
burgh to see new plays. Although
the actual performing areas are
small the productions are well
worth seeing. Earlier this year two
of the new plays premiered ranged
from a work set during the Glasgow
rent strike of 1915 to another which
carried on the programme a warning that some scenes were sexually
explicit. Variety can always be
expected at the Traverse.
The Royal Lyceum (Grindlay
Street) is the home of a residential
repertory company and can always
be relied on for\ solid production.
Oct. 11-Nov. 2 sees the world premiere of The Nutcracker Suite by ·
Jimmy Boyle and Andy Arnold,
about life behind the walls of the
Special Unit at Barlinnie Prison ,
where Boyle himself was trasferred
as a last resort by the authorities,
it's described as "a powerful piece
of writing , not without hope or
humour which looks set to be the
major theatrical event of the year in
Scotland. " Too good to miss?
If you do plan to go to the
Lyceum and you want a concession
you'll need a Theatresaver card "a new concept in concessionary
tickets," as they say. These plastic
cards cost £1 and are valid for all
shows at both the Royal Lyceum
and the Lyceum Studio until the
end of July 1986. They entitle cardholders (and a companion) to
about £1 off the normal ticket price,

as well as automatically putting you
on the Lyceum's mailing list. No
concessions are available without
the card, but they can be purchased
up to half an hour before a performance.
The Netherbow Arts Centre ( 43
High Street) occasionally has plays
in its studio theatre . Owned and
run by the Church of Scotland the
Netherbow's produ.ctions te,nd to
be worthy rather than innovative.
Although it's in Glasgow the
Citizens' Theatre is worth keeping
an eye on. Its productions are frequently very good, and for only £1
for students it can be worthwhile
travelling through to see them.
For those who would like to
become more involved in ·theatre ,
the Edinburgh University Theatre
Company meets in the Bedlam
Theatre at the end of Forrest Road.
There are several plays a term , with
a short lunchtime show every Wednesday . Sometmes chaotic, always
entertaining in one way or another,
the Bedlam is a must for anyone
with more than a passing interest in
the theatre .
This guide should provide an
introduction to things theatrical in
Edinburgh, but if you really want to
keep in touch with what's going on
in
Edinburgh
theatreland
remember to buy a copy of STUDENT every week for that indispensible What's On guide.
Martin McHugh
David Cline

If music be the food of love,
play on

photographs. The permanent
The variety of art on show at any exhibition has been described as
one time in Edinburgh is great, (dare I say?) rather dreary in its
ranging from the large permanent presentation, but .the temporary
displays to small, frequently chang- displays which can be found in the
ing exhibitions, and coven~g every- gallery are usually very good.
thing from the greatest painters in
"As well as the National galleries
the history of art, to contemporary there are in the region of 40 other
work of all types.
venues for exhibitions in EdinBest known are the three 'Naburgh, so it is worth keeping an eye
tional' galleries - The National
on exhibition information as some
Gallery of Scotland, the Scottish
of the most interestng collections
National Gallery of Modern Art,
may be on show for as little as a
and the Scottish National Portrait
Gallery - admission to all of week.
which is free.
The City Art Centre, and the
The National Gallery is situated Fruitmarket Gallery, both in Marat the base of the Mound, behind ket Street, are two of the other
the Royal Scottish Academy. The major galleries, as are the Royal
highly acclaimed permanent collec- Scottish Academy, and the Scottish
tion contains works by a wide selec- Gallery , but again, the smaller vention of artists, dating from 1500 to ues often contain exhibitions of an
1900, including a relatively large equally high standard .
Scottish selection. It also displays
Information can at all times be
temporary exhibitions from time to obtained from the publications
time - presently, A Tribute to What's On and What's 011 in EdinDavid Wilkie.
burgh, both of which are distriThe Gallery of Modern Art is buted free throughout shops and
located less centrally in Belford cafes etc in the city. But you don't
Road , but is beautifully situated, need to bother with either of those,
contains a high quality of selection as there is a weekly exhibitions
of art this century, and is certainly guide, as well as reviews and inforworth visting.
mation in your indispensible
The National Portrait Gallery in Student. Plug! Plug!
Queen Street contains works from
Anne McNaught
1500 to the present day , including
The Athenian glory of the R.S. A.

Charity begins
with worms
John Morrison's, Edinburgh

University's answer to Bob
Geldof (well, he's Irish and
unshaven ... ) details the
Images , and Prokofiev's Third progress of charities at EdinPiano Concerto.
burgh University.

fhis' week's spot the Usher Half
The Usher Hall is probably one

.>f the best known concert halls in
he UK, and the atmosphere is
1lmost oppressively imposing, so
Je warned ... trad. student garb

The recently refurbished Kings
Theatre is the home of the Scottish
Opera, and this excellent company
offers students an attractive package of six operas from a mere £9.
The Queen's Hall (S. Clerk St.) is
a converted church, as it were, and
provides one of the most pleasant
venues in Edinburgh with regular
concerts by the Scottish Chamber
Orchestra, the Edinburgh Quartet
the Scottish Baroque Ensembl~
and various amateur groups . . ..
it also hosts a series of jazz concerts.
There are chamber-music and
small-scale choral concerts in the
suitably intmate surroundings of St.
Cecilia's Hall (Niddry St./Cowcompetition
gate). The McEwan Hall stages
may be frowned upon. Don't be put regular organ recitals while the
off, however; student tickets on the Reid Concert Hall offe;s lunchtime
night cost £2, and the Scottish recitals ?Y students both duri~g
National Orchestra begin their sea- Freshers Week and term-time.
son on 4th October with Debussy's
Heather Foley

ESCA, Edinburgh Students·
Charities Appeal is , as you might
have guessed, a fund-raising body
for local worthy causes. Fund-raising can be fun , and it is our aim to
~ake the two synonymous. ESCA
includes all of Edinburgh's students
(not just the University). The Rag
Week in Edinburgh is normally
held in week two of the third term.
At this time of year one can't. help
but notice our activities but'niost
people don't realise that the work
goes on throughout the year. This
year ESCA really is moving up in
the world. We have moved to new
bigger offices in Guthrie Street and
we have taken on a full-time secretary. The larger offices ~ombined
with professional help are enabling
us to take on more ambitious proJects and run more events throughout the year. To (jo this, however
we also need more volunteers,

and

that means you. Call down and see
us at 17/19 Guthrie Street at any
time. Come and talk to us at the
Societies Fair, or come along to our
party on Thursday night at 8
o'clock. Some free drink will be
available but it won 't last long , so
BYOB.

John Morrison eating worms (ye5•
worms) during Charities Week tsil

year.
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llli!I The screen test
YOU might expect that a city
with its own Film Festival
would be a pretty good place to
see a lot of movies. You'd be
more or less right. Edinburgh
screens offer up all the latest
commercial .fodder, the most.
interesting ·"art" films, and a
chance to catch up on a few
classics from . the past (if you
haven't seen them on tv
already). Difficult to know
where to start really.

Enough of that. The magic of
"Any more commercial cinemas
. journalism whisks you now to the · in Edinburgh?" I hear you ask, en
ABC ' ori Lothian Rd (off West End masse, as we pretentious dickheads
of Princes St) , where you'll find say. Yes. The Dominion in the
another three screens, with Dolby depths of darkest Morningside usuin cinema one. But you won't find ally nabs its programme from the
any student reductions (shame! ABC or Odeon after a few weeks
shame!).Among the major releases run there. Only £1.20 with a matric,
they have lined up for your delecta- which sounds like spiffing value to
tion and delight are Pale Rider, · me. And you'll want to know all
Clint Eastwood's variaton on his . about the Classic (in Nicolson St),
earlier High Plains Drifter, appa- especially if cinematic masterpieces
rently a return to form; George in the vein of Sexy Sweet SuperviMiller's Mad Max 3, more jolly xens On Heat Go Ape-Shit Crazy In
japes in the future down-under, A Greengrocer's are your bag.
with Mel Gibson, Tina Turner, and Occasional interestingly cultish late
· But we'll go to the ·odeon first
lots of gloriously wanton destruc- shows on Friday -nights, though.
hall we. Well it's on South Clerk tion ; not forgetting the new Spielt, just round the corner from berg production, Back To the
For those of you who prefer their
eorge Sq, and in the general Future, which you will have seen cinematic entertainment to probe
irection of Pollocksville too , so it here at the Film Festival ... oh, the mysterious depths of the human
eems the logical place to begin. you missed it ... . well , it's rather psyche and explore impenetrable
ree screens, two with Dolby wonderful (gloat).
metaphysical quagmires of great
tereo, showing big fat commercial
import-i.e. if you like art movies
'!ms. Frequent late shows on Fri- then it's off to the Filmhouse
ay nights. And you'll get in for
with you , yo6ng fellow -m'ladTwo
nly £1. 50 with your matric card,
screens await you there, one with
xcept on Friday and Saturday
bone-shaking Dolby sound. The
venin~ performances. You can
most comfortable seats in Edintart looking forward to Lifeforce,
burgh too! And I haver't even menobe Hopoper's (Poltergeist) new
tioned that they very tasteful bar
ffects extravaganza wherein vamyet , or the rather reasonable
iresfrom outer space get up to all
restaurant. Plenty to watch out for
orts of wizard wheezes. There's
in the next couple of months. Just
lso Woody Allen's Purple Rose of
about the greatest. British film ever
a,ro, With ·Mia Farrow running off
made , Michael Powell and Emenc
ith a character who steps down
Pressburger's Life and Death of
ut of a movie. Rather good fun.
Colonel Blimp, a stunning romantic
on Howard's Cocoon is coming up
epic on the essence of Britishness,
oo. A wistful little tale mixing
for starters. Luis Puenzo's The Offiliens in pods and rejuvenation at
cial Version, an Argentine film
n old folks' home, which has done
about political prisoners , which has
reat business in the States.
been getting Ires favourable

CATERING
_ ·~...:
SERVICES~11i~," . blli
'~ E PARTMEN'1"~,ri,,•
AT GEORGE SQUARE
BRISTO SQUARE
CEN-T RAL AREA
OAVID HUME TOWER
REFECTORY

MAIN LIBRARY
COFFEE BAR

STUDENTCENTRE
UNIVERSITY REFECTORY
COFFEE BAR
BRISTO BAR (LICENSED)

OLD COLLEGE
CARRY-OUT SERVICE
(by West College Street)

ROYAL (DICK) SCHOOL
VETERINARY STUDIES
REFECTORY

BooKs,
books,
books!

..

Not surprisingly, the capital has a
number of good bookshops, even
though Glasgow has the oldest one
in the countrv.
Nearest to the University, and
stocking many academic texts , is
James Thin at 53 South Bridge.
You'll find it opposite Old College,
and it's big (reputedly the biggest in
Scotland), if rambling. There's also
a smaller branch in Buccleuch ·
Street. Better Books, beside the
University has an excellent stock of
new paperbacks, as well as a discount section at_the pack. Also near
·ihe University , for general needs, 1s
Eauermeister's (19 George IV
Bridge), which has a separate
paperback shop. Further afield, t~e
best plces to go are Waterstone s
and The Edinburgh Bookshop (114
and 57 George Street) , but sizeable .
book sections an: also to be found
at John Menzies ancl W. El. Smith
(107 and 109 Princes Street).
For
special
requirements ,
Donald Ferrier has the most com- prehens\v.e m~dical stock. (8 T~v_iot
Place, opposite Medical School),
Firsi of May (43 Candlem_a~er
Row) is the place to go for pohttcal
and media literature, including
some set books, while Womanzone
(117 Buccleuch Street) and Lavender Menace (lla Forth Street) have
good selections of feminist and gay/
lesbian matenal respectively.
Finally, the location of the Science
Fiction Bookshop is 40 West
Crosscauseway . ..
Alastair Dalton

reviews, as well. and start drooling instance), as well as a course on film
now over Paul Schrader's Mishima theory. Special seasons this year
a stylistically darting fictionalised include a series of Robert Duvall
biopic on the distinguished movies and a whole heap of British
Japanese author, hitting your films for British Film Year. All that
screens in November. One of the lot for a measly tenner if you show
big hits at the Film Festival, quite them your matnc and passpoi-i
superb. Remember where you size photo of your beatific mug.
heard it first.
Last one to join is a sissy!
Good value, we got it! We got
There you go, chaps and chapesFiimsoc. The largest, and doubtless ses. Positive proof that it is still posbest film society in the UK, bar sible to get rectangular eyes if you
non~. So there. Here's the scoop, 'try hard enough. Have fun.
Betty Boop - over 160 films (inWhich you will if you buy your
cluding shows at the Odeon and rootin'-tootin'
Student
every
Playhouse), all-night horror and week. A full page of film reviews,
sci-fi shows (it sure beats sleeping), as well as the incredibly wonderful
&11est speakers (Mike Hodges , What's On guide. You know it
director of Flash Gordon, on makes sense.
Kurosaua's Seven Samurai, for

a.
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(229 3030)
RAMBO- FIRST BLOOD PART II
1.40, f55, 6.10. 8.45
Sly 'Ugh' Stone lumbers over to
Vietnam, kills a lot of people and
comes back a hero etc, etc. You've
heard the hype, now watch the
great American Dream. Probably
the best comedy they've produced
in years.
fLETCH
2.20, 5.20, 8.35
American comedian Chevy Chase
plays a daft investigative reporter
who goes through a variety of disguises and lots of jolly japes.
BREWSTER'S MILLIONS
2.55, 6.10, 8.45
Richard Pryor stars in this remake
of an old comedy. If you don'tthink
it sounds funny, which is hardly
possible with Richard Pryor, just
how would you spend one million
in a day?

DOMINION
(447 2660)

RAMBO- FIRST BLOOD PART 11
Seems to be a lot of him to go
round . See ABC for details or any
daily tabloid.
A VIEW TO KILL
2.15, 5.15, 8.15
Bond is most definitely back, with
the _usual mix of beautiful people,
stylish heroes and good oldfashioned excitement delivered
with class, style and pure cheek.
OK, but where do Duran Duran fit
into that?
WITNESS
2.00, 5.00, 8.00
Brilliant thriller with Harrison Ford
as a cop on the run from cops in
the strange Armish community.

D

E

0

(667 7331)
DESPERATELY SEEKING
SUSAN
2.io. 5.30. 0.15
You've heard the record, gasped at
the wedding, now see Madonna in
her very own film . Actually, she
has a cameo role and it's meant to
be very funny and not just part of
the publicity machine. An intriguing plot which is far too corpplicated to spoil for you .
A NIGHTMARE ON ELM STREET .
2.00, 2.40, 5.45, 6.25, 8.25, 9.05
Now this is a different kettle of
piranhas. Really scarey. Very, very
scarey. Probably because it's well
made not just blood and guts horror. Dreams of murder become
frighteningly real amongst a
group of teenagers. Familiar plot,
unfamiliar treatment.
(228 2688)
ALL OF ME
2 to 5 Oct; 2.30, 6.45, 8.45
Very funny American comedy
wh ich deals with a misplaced soul
transference resulting in a split
personality - but half male half
female? Steve Martin, largely
unknown, stars with Lily Tomlin ,
ex-Rowan and Martin's Laugh-in.

FILM HOUSE
SOVIET FOLK 1 and 2
1; 60ct; 8.15
The first of two groups of contemporary films about Russian culture
and life. This group concentrates
on the arts and crafts of the Soviet
Union and not just in White Russia
but the outlying states as well .
2; 7 Oct; 8.15
The second group. of films
examines the way of life, customs
throughout the Russian year.
These films are remarkable, if only
to show there is life beyond the
news reports, and one rich and
deep in the culture illustrated.

Cinema I
October 2 at 8.00 pm only
SPECIAL PREVIEW, MAD MAX BEYOND THUNDEROOME, with Mel G;bson and
Tma T~rner._ George Mille r. creator of Mad Max, witl be present to discuss his work after the
screenmg, with Time Ouc writer. Tony R.ayns.

Cinema I
Until Saturday S 6.00 and 8.30 (no 8.30 performance Wed 2)
Nie Roeg's explosive black comedy

INSIGNIFICANCE ( 15)
Four Very Famous People are thrown together on a hot night in New York in 1954. The fitm
explores ~- connections between science and sleeping in the bath. Theresa Russell is Monroe,
Curtis 1s McCarthy, Gary Busey 1s DiMaggio and Michael Emit is Einstein. Relatively speak.
mg.

!°"Y

Cinema2
Until Saturday 5 6.45 and 8.45
ALL OF ME ( 15)
"'."'hen ~e _prim soul of Ed:'ina Cutwa~er takes over one half of the body of a lowly attorney.cum1azz musician (St eve Martin) the ensuing battle is inevitable, and hilarious.

Cinema 2 Sun Sand Cinema I Moo 7 to W ed 9 6. 1Sand 8.30
Alan Benneu 'sh,1.,.,.. A PRIVATE FUNCTION (1 5)
Michael Palin and Maggie Smith and an illicit pig in 1947 ration-book-strangled Yorkshir e.

50p Matinees
•
MARIA'S LOVERS ( 18) Thunday 3; INSIGFINICANCE( IS) f,;day 4; ALL OF ME ( 15) Sat
N~~= ~E VOLCANO (I S) Tue..tay 8 and A PRIVATE FUNCTION ( 15) Wednes9

!;~

N

FILMHOUSE
INSIGNIFICANCE
2to 50ct ;
6.00, 8.30, 2.30 on 4 Oct
Nicholas Roeg (Man Who Fell To
Earth) presents a marvellous film
dealing with private life and
interaction between four stars as
compared to the feelings of all the
non-stars.
MAD MAX BEYOND
THUNDERDOME
2 Oct; 8.00; £2 .20
A special preview with director
George Miller. Only the Australians could make Max as well as
they do and only Mel Gibson could
play him as if he's missed an
evolutionary link. Also stars Tina
Turner as the empire-building
Aunty Entity. If you can't get tickets, it will be on general release in
a week or two. Personally I can't
wait. Eat your heart out, Stallone.
MARIA'S LOVERS
3 Oct; 2.30; £1. 20, cone. 50p
John Savage plays the soldier
whose love for Nast assja Ki nski
finally destroys him. Set in smalltown America, Pennsylvan ia actually. Robert Mitchum is also featured .
A PRIVATE FUNCTION
6-9 Oct ; 6.15, 8.30, Oct 2.30
Excellent British com edy about t he
kidnapping of an illegal pig during
rationing in 1947. Michael Palin
(ex-Monty Python) and Maggie
Smith sta r, though top billing must
surely go to the pig.
BLADE RUNNER
7 Oct, 5.45; 8 Oct, 5.45, ll.1 5
Imagine The Maltese Falcon set in
the 21st century, imagine Harrison
Ford as the roug h and ready
Bogart type, imag ine Los Angeles
in the 21st century-no brave new
world but large corporations and
urban degradation. Now, let loose
four dangerous androids and give
Harrison Ford the job of catching
them. Ridley' Alien' Scott provides
one of the ·definitive films of the
'80s ; Science Fiction w ithout the
Space battles.
UNDER THE VOLCANO
80ct; 2.30
One day in the life of a British Consul in Mexico. It also happens to be
his last day as, spurned by his wife,
the alcoholic consul drinks himself
to death. Albert Finney is the consul with Jacqueline Bisset and
Anthony Andrews.
THE PRINCESS
9 Oct; 6.00, 8.15
First in a series of recent Hungarian cinema . A study of adolescent
dreaming which falls flat as a
young girl struggles to bring up
her friend's illegitimate child,
whilst she too is merely a child . An
award-winning black and white
film .

s
M
U
2 OCTOBER
A WHOLE NEW JUNGLE
The Jailhouse
CHARLIE McNAIR'S JAZZ BAND
Preservation Hall
THE BOOTHILL FOOT-TAPPERS
Coasters
Napier College Freshers' Ball
AN EVENING OF BEETHOVEN
Usher Hall
7.45 pm
Conductor-Sir Alex Gibson
Piano-Emanuel Ax

3

OCTOBER

TH E GOVERNM ENT
The Jailhouse
PAU L HAIG AND TH E RH YTHM OF
LIFE
Coasters
LISASCOTI
Preservation Hall
BENJAMIN LUX AN D DAVID WILLISON
Scottish National Museum - Main
Hall
8 pm (Doors open 7 pm)
Lux sings Victorian Ballads and the
songs of travel by Vaughan Williams
accompanied by Willison on piano.

4

OCTOBER

CLOSE TO THE BONE
The Jailhouse
THE CHRIS THOMPSON BAND
Preservation Hall
DEAF HEIGHTS
Napier Union-Sighthill
Cajun Music (Deep South/Louisiana
type music) plus ceilidh - part of
Napier Freshers' Week.

5

C

I

SNO
Usher Hall
7.30pm
Rimsky-Korsakoff.
kofiev

Debussy.

Pro.

OCTOB E R

AUTUMN 1904
The Jailhouse
THE BLUl!'S BROS.
Preservation Hall
JUDIETZUKE
The Playhouse
SCOTIISH CHAMBER ORCH ESTRA
The Queen's Hall
7.45 pm
Mozart,
Janacek.
Martinu
Schumann. perfomred by Emanuei
Ax with the SCO strings and Wind
Ensembles

6

OCTOB ER

TAM WHITE AND DEXTER$
Preservation Hall
THE LONG RYDER$
The Queen's Hall

7

OCTOB ER

IV1R ROCK 'N' ROLL
The Jailhouse
THE HEATERS
Preservation Hall

8

OCTO BER

PLAGUE OF FOOLS
The Jailhouse
24HOURS
Preservation Hall
THE SCOTTISH ENSEMBLE
Queen's hall
7.45pm
Pierre Feit on oboe and Joel Pantet
on harpsichord play concertos by
Handel Vaugham Williams. Bae~
and Stravinsky.

UNIVENT
2

OCTOBER

GREEN BANANA CLUB featuring
THE STYNGRITES
Potterrow Rown Lounge
8.00 pm-1.00 am
Non-Freshers £1 .50
Happy Hour 8.30-9.30 pm

_3

OCTOBER

ZEKE MANYIKA AND DR LOVE
Teviot Debati ng Hall
8.00 pm-2.00 am
Non-Freshers £1 .50

4

THE COLLECTOR
and AUTUMN 1904
Teviot Debati ng Hall
8.00 pm-2 am
Non-Freshe rs £1.00
Happy Hour 9-1 0 pm

5

OCTOBER 8

LES BIAN AN D GAYSOC. WINE
AN D CHEES E PARTY
Pleasance Cheviot Room
Bpm-10 pm
Everybody welcome.
NEW YORK PIGFUNKERS
Potterrow Rowan Loung e
8.00 pm-1.00 am
Non-Freshers 50p
Happy Hour 8.30-9.30 pm

E X H I B

s

OCTOB E R

THE BIG DISH plus
TE ENAGE DOG ORGY
Potterrow Row an Lounge
8.00 pm-1 .00 am
No n-Freshers £1.50
Happy Ho ur 8.30-9.30 pm

OCTOB E R

ROCK DISCO
Ch ambers Street
9.00 pm-12.30 am

9

OCTOB E R

GREEN BANAN A CLU B
Potterrow
7.30 pm-1.00 am
Happy Hour 8.30-9.30 pm

CITY ART CENTRE NATIONALS
T I L L
(225 2424)
GALLERYG A L L E R y
THE EMPEROR'S WARRIORS
Till 1 Nov
(556 8921)
A marvellous exhibition featuring
terracotta figures from the tomb of
the founding emperor of the Oin
Dynasty, which were discovered
~m~ngst.an army of over a 1,000
hfes,z~ f,g_ures near Xiar.i, Edinburgh_s twin town. This is the only
place m Britain they w ill be shown .

FRUITMARKET
GALLERY
(225 2383)
CHRISTOPHER LE BRUN
ANDREW WALKER
From50ct

TRIBUTE~O WILKIE
Till 130ct
An in-depth study of the Scottish
painter.

GALLERY OF
MODERN ART
(556 8921)
GERMAN PRINT SEASON
Till 27 Oct
A display of prints made in Germany between 1880 and 1933.

s

(5571140)
W. EUGENE SMITH
RETROSPECTIVE 1943-1 973
2 to 9 Oct
This gentleman is o ne of the rn
famous photo-journal ists,
.
worked for t he influential Arne
can magazine Life. This exhi biti .
features a la rge selection frorn .
work during the Pacific W ar, ~
most famous essay 'Span ish
lage' from 1951, and also his es
on Albert Schweitzer entitled ·M
of Mercy' .
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The show must go on
Mary MacPherson of the Ski Club introduces the Edinburgh
niversity Ski Show, to be held in the Chaplaincy Centre, Stuent Centre House on Thursday 10th October.
Why a ski show? Well, what better way to inform people of the
state of play. There is little pressure
to spend - simply browse round
questioning the experts of the various fields, to discover how to get
the best from your skiing. At a
promo tion such as this , the sales
people are there for this purpose
and therefore do not feel under
such pressure to extract money
from you!

which for the first time is to l;iave its
own ski tour operators associations. There are in fact over 100
tour operators with skiing interests.
At the ski show we will have a fair
representation of the Scottish
based or Scottish orientated tour
operators. Ranging from our own
Edinburgh Travel Centre through

"
a new venture, an
attempt to fill a void which
There is obviously an
seems to have appeared iri the
bsolute need for the grass roots of
capital."
he sport to be promoted - this
eans you. However, don't let the
argon put you off, and be prepared
o look beyond the blue skies and
nowseovered mountains of .the
rochures. It is the responsibility of
ll the professionals involved in the
ki industry to develop the sport
nd to ensure that those who want
omething out of skiing also have to
ut something back .

to the complete package deals
offered by Neilsons. Between them
a large selection of the 300 or so
resort presently on offer will be
available .

Not only will the tour operates
themselves be represented but also
everything else required to make
Skiing as it currently stands in
ritain is subj ect to a rage of your skiing a success. This includes
owth which is still ready to absorb · ski manufacturers and the retailers
any amount of new enterprise . One of both equipment and clothing.
articular area of expansion is the
In fact, C&A are going to be preusiness of the -tour operator, senting a fashion show of their new

Michela Figini -

Photo: Dave Yarrow

Olympics and World Champion.

ski wear range through the day- a
range which promises to be a new
departure for them . We will not
only be concentrating on the
budget end of the market but also
moving into the higher price and
quality bracket.
The Edinburgh University Ski
Show is a new venture, an attempt

to fill a void which seems to have
appeared in the capital. London
has a well established and very successful show with Glasgow not far
behind. Both of these started as
small concerns and it is only
through the amount of feedback to
exhibitors at such a show that their
futures can be assured .
By holding the show in the Chap-

laincy Centre , we are at the hub of
the University. A large number of
people will find themselves in the
vicinity at some point during the
day, whether on their way to Potterrow or trying to squeeze yet
more money out of the bank. Pop in
for a few minutes - it could make
all the difference to your outlook
on the winter to come!

EDINBURGH UNIVERSITY
SKI SHOW
THURSDAYlOOCTOBER
lOam-5 pm
STUDENT CENTRE HOUSE,
BRISTO SQUARE

Featuring
EDINBURGH TRAVEL CENTRE
EDINBURGH UNIVERSITY SKI CLUB

NEILSON
EN'{ERPRISE
YUGOTO URS
NAT
ACTIVITYTRAVEL
TOP DECK
HILLEND
FASHION SHOWS

BLIZZARD
C&A
SKISPORT & SUN
SPORTS CONSCIOUS
EUROPASPORTS
ELLIS BRIGHAM
INTASUN

SKI SHOW STALLS
Free Entry
Free Prize Draw
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Venues

[ilii

Before one says anything tion . Like Coasters, Rumours is
small, cramped and also exceed-

about music venues in this fair ingly sweaty (watch the mirrors
city it should be noted that the steaming up!) . The decor sucks
best is out of bounds - tem- somewhat but any new venue
porarily at least. The Caley ,,should be w_elcomed.
.
Palai~on Lothian Road is curAn occaslonal host for rock gigs
rently closed for renovation,· is the Queen 's Hall on ~Jerk Street,
th den in Edinburgh of the a con".erted church . with excellent
us
Y,g .
t d'
acoustics. Normally 1t offers us clas-.
prime, m1d-s1ze a11·S an mg sical and jazzy but in the past Aztec
concert hall that Glasgow Camera and Billy Bragg have
enjoys
in
Barrowlands. graced its stage, whilst this Sunday
Nevertheless, .there alterna- the Long Ryders do likewise. Pertives . . .
J'
sonally , I thoroughly welcome any
The Playhouse, situated at the alternative venue for r~ck/pop and ,
top of Leith Walk , is the big one as well as the Queen s Hall, the
where all your favourites go -Ali- Assembly Rooms on George Street
son Moyet , U2 , Simple Mlnds etc. and Lothian Road's Usher Hall
However, as with all large theatres , have been successful m th,~respect.
Two venues fauly ad1acent to
it is not the best place for rock gigs,
with the 3000 seats simply adding to each other in the Cowgate - Edinthe sense of alienati9n from the burgh's own Elysian Field - are
stage. The bastards, sorry , boun- Wilkie House and La Sorbonne.
cers are reputedly the meanest in The former initially made a name

The House Of Fun?

Photo: James Laidlaw

Get Fresh!

Some New York Pigs funking.

Photo: John Lindsay

WeU, my children, if you're arranged" in the Fresh.ers Guide.
stiU able to stand are somewhat However, the good news is that the
dazzled by the musical delights very wonderful Zeke Manyika has
been slotted .in and will bring his
of Edinburgh then allow me to engaging
.
fu sion of Afro-gospeldirect you to the wondrous pop to the Teviot Debating Hall.,
treats organised by your Zeke was drummer in the latefriendly Students' Association lamented Orange Juice and has
which not only present some of since been receiving very favourathe best home-grown music ble reviews for his new band Dr.
around but are also FREE Love. He is living proof ofthe fact
that drummers can actually sing
(that's right) to aU Freshers.
whilst his stage manner is positively

First of all , tonight at Potterrow
we have the self-styled "Kings of
Schlock and Roll". The Styngrites,
a
riotous
four-piece
from
Greenock. These boys, with their
big quiffs and even bigger riffs,
played a capable support to the
Ramones earlier this year and' will
doubtless keep your ears a-bumin'
and your feet a-shufflin' well into
Jhe alcohol-stained early hours.
Remember: big guitars plus b!g
boots equal a big headache.
As for Thursday , the bad ·news is
that the orginally scheduled 10,000
Maniacs will no longer, be appear- ing - hence the tantalisin<_> "to be

Norman Rodger, formerly of Ayrshire's finest TV21-or then again ,
maybe you won't.
Alternatively you could spend
Friday evening at Potterrow in the
company of Edinburgh's own New
York Pig Funkers, a truly irresistible blend of frenetic rhythm and
punchy'brass, somewhat in the Pigbag mould. Why wait for the next
time - go and see them NOW. Or
if, you find yourself down at KB
l.!9ion on Friday ni~t why _not
checkout A Walk Through H , who
are so eager for success that they've
given the Music Pages their demotape ; megastardom follows.
With an inevitable logic we come
to Saturday but alas , no Gene
Loves Jezebel as stated in the
· Freshers Guide. Yup , those Welsh
weirdos
I dhavep pulled outbonly
s to ·beh
rep ace · at qtterrow ,y cottJs
weirdos Big Dish, about whom I
. k
·
11
h.
·
h
at
hnow v1rtua yd not
Chi mgcexcept
· · eart1·ier
th.ey supporte
na
ns1s
d h
·
t 1s year
·b an t at vanous
d' sources
H
descn e them as "melo ic" · opefully
the
near
legendary
Teenage
D o
'll ·11 b
·
b ogd rgy
hOw1 sh
k eh supporting,
J
da
an w
ma e t e esus an
Maryf Chain
look ·like boy·f scouts; ·
· ·1
not
am1 y entertamment,
or sure,
b M
,
uts ummy
canth stop ·you Inow. f
h
o· _t ere
1· you dave
· kit: P enty
b oh
music
to, nn ·to,11or ot ·
E
· to 1sten
h'ld
I
llJOY, my c
ren , enioy..

charming, a blend of his Afri can
roots with his Glasgow upbringing.
The band are a superb outfit, the
single Heaven Help Us is one of the
year's lost hits . .. oh, I give up. If
you .go to only one event in
Freshers' Week then make it this.
After Mr Manyika on Thursday,
Friday sees two events competing
for your attention. Firstly, there is
the Teviot Mega Disco which boasts.
two fine bands, Autumn 1904 and
The Collector, both of whom have .
recorded acclaimed sessions for
Uncle John Peel himself. The
observant amongst you may spot in
The Collector Ally Palmer and

Keith Cameron

Photo: Dave Yarrow

Scotland ·and tasteless beer at 90p a
pint
doesn't
help
matters.
Nevertheless, for many bands it is
the only option and so you 'd better
make the best of it.
Many smaller " name" bands
appear at Coasters on West
Tollcross. This is a disco first and
foremost and tends therefore to get
very cramped on "big" occasions,
most memorably when the Smiths
appeared there 18 months ago.
However, there is always a good
atmosphere and
the pre-band
.L,
music is often v•y fine . One should
also mention the Hoochie Coochie
Club which is in residence every
Sunday night upstairs at Coasters
and provides a vital platform for up
and coming Scottish talent.
A walk up Lothian Road brings
you .. to Rumours Discotheque
which is fast becoming a credible
venue for live acts , thanks largely to
the imaginative booking policy of
Napier College Students' Associa-

for itself by providing a refuge for
the cabaret of Cafe Graffitti and its
subsequent offerings have incl uded
Talking Drums, 'Scotland's !Jot test
pop prospects. As for La Sorbonne,
well the only word for it is ''Un-'
ique". Suffice it to say, that both its
clientele and lugubrious setting
(something akin to the Somme)
make it a veritable haven for those
who like both their music and
booze hard and fast. Regrettably, it
would seem that various " inci·
dents" have endangered La Sor·
'bonne's future as a live venue , so go
along now while you can and savour
a true cultural experience.
This brief tour has come to an
end, and there are still a great many
more pubs and clubs around the
city that provide venues for live
music - making the effort to veo·
ture beyond the Playhouse can
prove very rewarding.
Keith CameroP

L---------------------------

The Message

Would you buy a used guitar from these men?

The Music Pages are a verY
active part of Student and it iS
vital that we have lots of fresh
faces with fresh ideas for the
year ahead. We need people to
write, organise lay-out andgenerally lend a hal}d. It's
great fun and can be very
rewarding. So, please come
down to the Editorial Meeting
at 1 pm every_Friday in the
Basement, 1 Buccleuch Place
and ask for Peter CarroU o~
Keith. Cameron. Remember,
pop-pickers, Don't be a clo
-come on down!!
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By the time you've paid your rent, bought a few books, bought
round of soft drinks and paid Uncle Harry back the money he
ent you last Easter, you~II probably be on a starvation diet until
hristmas. If you are fortunate (or careful) enough to have any
oney this term, you'll need to explore all sorts of avenues -on
nd off the beaten track - for clothes, as Petra MacDonald expains. Meanwhile, Alastair Dalton suggests some worthwhile
mporia to be visited for other wares.
Princes Street has been called the
ost famous shopping street in the
orld. Its distinctive feature is that:
nly one side has shops, while the
ther borders Ofl the lush Princes
Street Gardens. However , it is by
no means the most imaginative or
best place to go shopping. It's the
)ace where you 'll find the chain
tores and huge Saturday crowds ,
nd
it's
worth
looking
Jsewhere ...
To find all the shops mentioned
elow, it is most advisable to buy
he invaluable Bartholomew map
f Edinburgh (purple cover, costs
1.25 and available from Union
hops) which has an excellent layut and will remain extremely useul to you throughout your time in
dinb11rgh.

SECONDHAND
Now is the season of mists, mellow fruitfulness and Jumble Sales.
Often cited as causing the biggest
stir are the McEwan Hall bazookas.
More adventurous hunters should
scan the 'Evening News' small ads.
On Friday evenings in order to plan
their plunderous route for the
Saturday.
However, that glow of charitable
intention can be sustained throughout the year by paying regular visits
to charity shops. Oxfam on Morningside Road is among the
cheapest, but beware of tetch old
ladies in their natural habitat and
maintain politeness at all times!

Take a promenade down Leith
Walk to discover the other Edinburgh of Leith , and charity shops
along the way.
Moving on to the major conglomerations of commercial second-hand shops - St. Stephen
Street in Stockbridge and the
Grassmarket. The Grassmarket
shop itself is good value , and just up
the road on Bread Street there's
Herman Brown. Pluck up the courage to saunter into the joint and
flick through the jazzy cravats.
1930's and onwards junkies are
soothed by trips to the likes of Echo
(St. Mary's Street) and Allez Cats
(just off CockburnStreet). As well

USA on your very own doorstep
(the So~th Bridge) , Flip offers.
recycled 1950's classics.
A word of warning : don't be daz·zled by the profusion of " unique"
clothes in any of the above shops.
Be honest with yourself when
deciding on whether a potential
purchase is actually worth it or not.
Keep doing the rounds if you want
to pick up goodies. Lastly , what
could proveto be a hot tip - Portobe/lo (Porty belly in 'the vernacular). A number 5 bus will take you
to this largely unexplored and virgin territory for dedicated style
sluts and plain bargain hunters
alike.

as having a good selection of affordable knick-knacks , Echo is generally very fairly priced for shops of
its genre. A short walk away in the
Cowgate, there are a couple of
more basic second-hand shops.
Claims that a jacket is "jist in" from
Paris are always slightly suspect
here!
There's an Antique Fair on at the
Assembly Rooms in.George Street
tomorrow (Thursday). For a small
admission ~harge of 30p,. a glorious
collection of both over- and underpriced curios is open to you.
Flip . The very name conjures up
pictures of bobby sox and
bubblegum. A little corner of the

•CLOTHING
To supplement those bargains
obtained from second-hand shops,
try The Ivy League and Helter Skelter (41 and 33 West Nicolson St) for
alternative and innovative apparel.
Look also Underneath the Arches
(42 London St.) while The Leather
Centre (102 Nicolson St.) is good
or bags and belts. The new Flip of
ollywood (South Bridge, opp .
Id College) is well worth a visit for
heap jeans, while the Levi's and
ickers districts here are Cockburn
t. and Rose St.

.

•HAIR
Award-winners Cheynes (57
outh Bridge and 37 Dairy Rd.) is
he obvious place to go for a trim or
complete restyle , but consider
lso the numerous salons in the
outh Clerk St., area, especially
nd Dimensions (No. 94) , which
ives student discount Mon-Thurs.
hey have another branch at 3
ohnston Terrace. Hair Workshop
n Broughton Street is also recomended.

•JEWELLERY
Good range and value to be
ound at Stolen (3 Greyfriars Place
nd 129 Rose St.). John Lewis (St.
ames Centre, top of Leith Walk) is
ood for earrings.

ECORDS
heapest in town ( especially for
lan k tapes) is The Other Record
hop (46 High St.). Nearby, Riping Records (91 South Bridge) is
he place to get tickets for gigs. As
or the chains, the expanded Virgin
131 Princes St.) is apparently now
he biggest outside London. HMV
ave recently opened up almost
ext door (125 Princes St.) and
at's pretty big too ...
· For blassical music, it's Baureister's (19 George IV Bridge).

STATIONERY
Nearest to the University, and
ontaining innovative cards is
WALK (14 Teviot Place).
lsewhere try Studio One (10 Stafrd St.) and .Waterston's (92
eorge St.).

SUPERMARKETS
Essential for flat dwellers an.ct
ose in self-catering: cornershops
ay be open late , but they're rarely
heap. Safeway in Morningside Rd.
good , but if you're near to KB or
cky enough to have access to a
ar, head for the Sava Centre
C'ameron Toll, Lady Rd.). Both
ave in-store bakeries producing
1gh quality bread , as does Laws
Nicolson St. - very close to the
niversity) .

...Where you need us.

rn.

Clydesdale Bank
The Only Bank in The Union.

TEVIOT ROW UNION BRANCH
Open Monday to Friday 11am to 3pm.

Plus 24 Hour AutoBank.
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lltll Working Women

Half the students at Edinburgh University are female; it is this
half that I address. Why write an article for women students?
Simply to make you aware of the problems you are as likely to
encounter at university as elsewhere in society.
Unlike some ·universities , iec,tures, halls of residence and union
houses are mixed at Edinburgh.
Unfortunately , you may still
encounter examples of discrimination - whether it's a sexist joke
from a tutor or the way that you are
treated by fellow students. Such
incidents are often trivial and the
best response is often a lighthearted
reply that conveys your opinion.
However, if you feel stron~ly
about, for example, a tutor's sexist
attitude then firmly but politely tell
him so.
Sexual harassment is a serious
problem that is more difficult to
cope with. You will probably find
that the relationship between staff
and students is more relaxed than a
pupil-teacher one at school.
Friendships between tutors and students are not uncommon and are
satisfying to both parties.
However, if you feel that a
member of staff is pressurising you
into a more personal relationship ,
do something about it. Either complain to your Director of Studies or
tell the Welfare Convener, Cathy
Presl.tnd. Any information will be
treated confidentially and you can
contact her at the EUSA offices in
Potterrow Union.

SAFETY
You may or may not be living

away from fiome, but everybody
must accept the responsibility of
their own safety. The University
area is always busy but never be
tempted to take a 'short-cut' across
the Meadows alone at night, or
·wander about the Cowgate and
Grassmarketarea. If you're coming
home late from a party, or only
working until library closing time,
always ensure that you feel confident about your travel plans.
Consider what you would do if
attacked: could you get out of such
a situation unharmed? The Students' Association organises a
women's ' self-defence
class
throughout the first term . The clas-.
ses last two hours and are·taught by
professional self-defence instructors. The course costs £8.00 and
classes are held on Wednesdays at 7
o'clock in the Highland Room at
the Pleasance.

FEMALE
PLODDERS

Psychologists say that girls are as
inhibited in the lecture hall as in the
classroom and lack the drive to
excel. They don't have the confidence t<t, compete at the risk <if
being considered unfeminine by.
male students and being alienate9
from female friends. There may be
some truth in this theory , although
it is difficult to accept that women
choose to under-achieve.
The situation is partly explained
by the fact that girls tend to study
Arts and Humanities -subjects and
few do sciences. Arts subjects are
less straightforward, demanding
creative skills and it is inore difficult
to gain a first class degree in this
faculty than in Science or
Mathematics.

double the number of men doing
postgraduate work in !his area.
Even in vocational faculties such as
-Law or Medicine which attract a
similar number of male and female
students, postgraduates are usually
male. Presumably women would·
gain as much satisfaction as men
from advanced study but, despite
having a good degree, do they lack
the confidence to fulfil themselves
·
intellectually?

APATHETIC OR
CONTENTED?

The Welfare Convener, Cathy
Presland commented on the "genEverybody comes to unjversity
eral ap;thy" she · has noticed
with the same qualifications, so
amongst women students at this
why do male students get proporuniversity. This is borne out by the
tionately more first-class degrees
This doesn't explain why such a fact that there were no female canthan women?
stllall proportion of girls go on to do· didates standing for any of this
The fact is that girls do all right at postgraduate work. There are twice year's sabbatical posts. Similarly,
university but are rarely outstand- as· many women undergraduates in the only woman standing in the
ingly good nor very bad~ the Arts Faculty at Edinburgh, but recent rectorial elections particu-

Food glorious food
When Freshers' Week is over and the Cheese and Wines cease
.
to Dow so freely, when Potterrow polystyrene s.ttcks to !he room
of your mouth and you have sampled every possible version of the
institution chip, then the time has come to venture forth into the
big city. Devout Foodies take note; Edinburgh is a Foodie's
paradise with loads of good cheap(lsh) places to eat and not too.
far to waddle in between.
The ideal start to the day ii not quite with culinary works of art,
undoubtedly to be had at Glocken- at least with fair forgeries. The City
bach (Bristo St.) a good solid Art Centre has a good selection of
breakfast before the day's toil salads and pate~ which can vary in,
.begins, when it's over you could quality , so choose carefully. If conpop into Lilligs (Victoria St.) for a servative tastes are at times
couple of hours of elevenses until offended by the exhibitions at The
lunch. Lilligs ranks with The Pear Fruitmarket Gallery they can easily
Tree and Tapas as a student be soothed with a visit to the cafe
favourite haunt, its main attrac- upstairs.
The best gallery has also come up
tion being the cheesecake. Please
don't all rush along at once to with the best scones, and pretty
sample the German food and pop good Lasagne too, all reasonably
the balloons. Tapas is just up the priced and in suitably bright surroad and the view may not be as roundings. I am ofcourse enthusing
about the Scottish National Gallery
good but the food is fine.
If, after all' that, you can't quite of Modern Art, a little far to go in
manage a large lunch then seek out between lectures but perfect for a
one of the many fast-sarni joints lazy Sunday.
Leaving all notions of elitism
with
names
like
Munchawayarollprontopronto
. and behind you choose one of the
other such-catch numbers (Yumble restaurent cloning agencies such as
Dumbles does exist). One of those Pizzaland, Spud-U-Like, Kentucky
nearest the Uni is Charlie McNair's Fried Rat , and Wimpy. Biology
and it's ·also one of the best for students should be fascinated by
unique
budding
miles. At 50p per solid Italian roll Pizzaland's
it's hardly cheap but worth every method of reproduction which
moment of shame as you sit under necessitates the close proximity of.
the dome , filling dangling from the company's restaurants to each.
your lips, tucking in, and the hunk other. The chips are the same in
from the tutorial says "Hi". The ,each Wimpy in the Princes Street
classiest take-away lunch in town -area, and the Pizzas and decor are
comes from Tuttles (Victoria St.) equally plastic in every Pizzaland,
- needless to state I haven't been not only in Edinburgh but in Lonable to afford one myself, but I don , Glasgow, etc, etc. in other
have had many a mouthwatering words, once you've eaten in
one ...
glance at the menu.
A mention must be given to the
Taking in a spot of culture can
have its advantages foodwise, asthe great chippie, bulwark of British
city's galleries are also provided, if society, they're cheap enough for

°

yo~ t do youldr ?twnt rkeesetahrechp; rmesy
1wa1st1me cou n a
sure. I'm told the Alhambra d'Oro
is the unlikely name of one of the
many Chippies alleged to be "the
best in town", the Italian version of
"The Greasy Spoon'.'?
If, one sunny d~y m the depths of
winter, you feel m ~eed of something cool then Mr Boni's Ice
Cream Palour (Gilmour Pl.) will
pander to your every unhealthy
whim. Alternatively, if a wholesome, conscientious meal appeals
then Edinburgh has a good spattering of organic and vegetarian
restaurants, the most SOP of which
has to be Helios Fountain (The
Grassmarket) it's one of those
weave-your-own-food
places,
although I must admit they cook a
mean courgette quiche .
Henderson's (Hanover St.) is the

popular version of the salad
restaurant and has a reputation and
turnover out of all proportion to the
quality of the food. I had an
unhappy experience with a vegetable soup there, and it can be a little
painful on the purse too .
Despite the Auld Alliance
reasonably priced French restaurants are one of the few gaps in the
range of foreign food to be found in
abundance throughout the city, but
with everything from Chinese to
Mexican to a Scots Chippie run by
Italians you can hardly whinge. I
hope Chinese Home Cooking
doesn't decide to go upmarket and
change their unpretentious decor
or, more importantly, raise their
prices. Their present popularity is
based upon excellent "home cooking" at around £6 -per head if you
doil 't go overboard on the pi neap-

larly promised to listen to ·
vidual students' grievances. y
female students obviously did
consider it necessary to have
woman in the most importmit
cial post.
However, this "apathy"
suggest that women are content
Edinburgh University. Femi
tends to be a retaliation against
feeling of male exclusivity.
accounts for the large fem·
groups set up in universities such
Cambridge where male chauvm·
is acutely felt. The Women's Gr
at Edinburgh is small compa
with those at other universities. It
basically a discussion group
doesn't have the same determi
aggression found elsewhere.
Feminist
issues
sometim
seem to demand positive disc ·
nation rather than equali
Recently there was an intense
paign for a women only bar in
of Cambridge's mixed colleg
The women were deterred when
was indicated that male stuclen
neither had nor demanded
same privilege.
University means taking y
own decisions both in work ·
relationships. It is up to you tot
advantage of all the opportuni ·
offered and to choose the lifest!
which suits you.
This article is not meant tobe
torial and only offers a little
dance. It pr()bably amounts to
that your mother wanred youa
anyway.

pie fritters. As those at Student
confirm, it's a good place fd
whole group of people to eat.
ltalophiles are well catered:
with a profusion of pasta , veal
zabagl ione.
Gennaro
Grassmarket) is my favourite
at the other end of the scale D
(Lothian Rd.) does filling, fall
zas.
If you just happen to be
ing around St Patrick Squall
Buccleuch Place at 1 am you
notice a mysterious open do«
may sniff the air and catch a
baking bread and fresh ly
meat pies. You have discovered
elusive All Night Bakery, an 1
tial supply of small hours do
to addicts like myself, to ridr
over till breakfast starts at
kenbach.

Books - Books - Books
Thousands and Thousands of them from
Scotland's Largest Bookshop
• TEXTBOOKS
• PAPERBACKS
• EVERY SORT OF BOOK
• PLUS LARGE STATIONERY
.
AND RECORD
DEPARTMENTS

James Thin
53-59 SOUTH BRIDGE, EDINBURGH
and at 29 and 31 Buccleuch Street and King's Buildings
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lcction of short stories Not Not
While The Giro was published by
Polygon in 1983, sold out , and is
now being reprinted ; his first novel,
The Busconductor Hines, a work of
astounding originality and technical kill was published by us in 1984,
and rcccntlyappcared in paperback
from Everyman . (It tells the story,
largely
through
interior
monologues that are in tum hilarious and harrowing, of a
rt of
ncrvou breakdown uffcred by a
GI gow bu,conductor as hi wife
threaten to leave and the world
generally crumble about hi cars) .
Kelman'
cond
novel,
A

13

Series and the New Scottish Fiction
Series. The first is one of the largest
contributions ever made by a.Scottish publisher to Russian literature;
the first batch of books, listed
below, should appear at the start of
1986, and more arc currently being
planned: Pasternak's Collected
Prose. (Vol. 1: Early Prose And
,AutoJ)iography), Love is the
Heart of Everything (the love. letters of Mayakov ky and Lili Brik),
and Bely's revolutionary modernist
novel The Dramatic Symphony.
The second Seri
~ould also tart
to appear next pring, initially
featuring a trio of outstanding
novels by young Scotti h writers:
Thin Wealth by Alan Jamieson, The
Comeback by Alex Cathcart, and
The F1ood by Ian Rankin .
edi contd f29
I have only pace to mention the
perioaical : Clanjamfrie, a literary
broadsheet appears poradically,
is edited by tudcnts, and is a large
hcct of poetry prose and graphics
designed to be u d as a poster;
Edinburgh Review appears quarterly and h been transformed by
recently appointed editor Peter
Kravitz into perhaps the only
magazine with a trong Scotti h
base but a truly international outlook . h carri fiction , criti · m,
Mide " and poetry, all of it
informed by an awarcn
of a lcftof-ficld cultural traditi n largely at
odds with the current c tabli hmcnt' ide about literature.

th
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PRESIDENTS'
BALL
TEVIOTROW
HOUSE
MBER 19 S

Featuring

•
The Mari Wilson Jazz Quartet
•
£9 without dinner
£15 with dinner

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT UNION SHOPS

I'm

HERE WE GO
Mark Laughlin, Edinburgh University's first ever "sabbatical"
Sports Union President (that means he gets a year off - Ed.),
outlines the facilities available for sport in the University and puts
Edinburgh University has always forward his aims for the Sports Union.

had a strong sporting tradition. For
many students a particular sports
The Sports Union believes it has
club provides the place where something to offer everyone, not
friends can be made outside the just the potential mega-stars.
faculty and intet'ests can be shared. Obviously, the more accomplished
This new academic year is very a competitor is , the thougher the
mu.ch a 'new age' for the University training and the higher the level of
For
sports Union. Not only have commitment
required.
facilities been greatly improved instance, the University football
with the acquisition of a superturf team have been training here in
pitch at Peffermill, but perhaps of Edinburgh since mid-July.
greater importance is
turning
However, just as important a
the role of President of the Sports part of University sport lies in the
Union into a sabbatical post - a programme organised by the Intramove which promises to improve Mural section which provides an
publicity and administration .
excellent alternative for those
The main hub of sporting activity students who wish to participate in
takes place at the Pleasance where sport at a less demanding level of
an old , somewhat foreboding, : commitment than regular club
exterior houses a superb sports hall participation requires. All that is
suitable for five-a-side football , necessary is enthusiasm; any
basketball, badminton , tennis, standard is welcome (honest!). The
netball, volleyball and indoor usual way of joining in is through
hockey. There are also nine of the Sports Conveners of Societies or
finest squash courts in Scotland, an halls of residence. Various Sunday
·excellent multi-gym complex, a tournaments both indoors and
combat salle, · archery and rifle outdoors are held throughout the
ranges, a fitness laboratory (the list year and, for the slightly more
is endless!) as well as two smaller serious, there are also outdoor and
sports halls and a table tennis indoor leagues run on a weekly
studio.
basis in sports such as rugby,
Field sports such as rugby, football,
volleyball,
hockey,
hockey, football, cricket, shinty squash, badminton and rifle
and lacrosse are based at the shooting.
University's sports fields at
In order to get involved and
Peffermill. where an artificial make your education at Edinburgh
superturf pitch should be available more complete, the first step is to
at the end of the month.
come along to the Sports Fair on
Perhaps the most exciting facility Thursday and Friday of this ~eek.
is the Firbush Point Field Centre by It's. on from 10 am to 4 pm m the
Killin on Loch Tay, 75 miles from mam sports ball of the Pleasance.
Edinburgh, which provides an All 49 clubs w1Bbe there trymg to
excellent base for courses in a host persuade you to JOm them,. and the
of outside pursuits.
V1ce-Pres1dent of Intra-Mural

sport will also be there to give you
more details of the 1-M Sports
Programme and to encourage you
to take part in the 'Sunday of Sport'
this Sunday.
The Sports Union office is based
at 48 The Pleasance where myself
and the office staff will be more
than willing to answer any queries
you may have.
The sports Union handbook
offers the best guide to student
sport. You should have received
one in your freshers ' mailing: if you
haven't got one, there are copies
still avail able at the office-so why
not come on down?
I fe el very lucky to have been
able to take this year out and
devote myself full time to the
administration and perhaps more
importantly the encouragement of
student sport at all levels. A
sabbatical President has been the
chief administrative aim of the
Sports Union for a long time . I'm in
a position to fully represent the
interests of student sport to the
relevant authorities within the
University, without the risk of
failing my degree(!).
Universitysport needs greater
publicity as many students are
simply not aware of the facilities
and opportunities available . I'd
like to remedy that situation so that
if students are not using the ·
facilities it's through their own
choice and not through ignorance.
Edinburgh has an unequalled
record and reputation in interuniversity sport We are at present
champions in over half the

aption: 'Last years Club and 1st
XV Captain David LecKie anxiously looks on a Cambridge back is
tackled by his opposite number
during last weeks tour_ match in
available Scottish Universities
Championships. As well as
maintaining these standards on the
sports field, the administrative
structure has got to continue to
improve and run efficiently to deal
with specific club problems and

whichC,ilnbridge inspired by Sc
Gavin Hastings proved too g
for the Scottish Universities si
Next week , David Leckie talks
the Student about his old te·
chances in the unchartered hei
of the Scottish third division'.
requirements. By bei ng availal
full time I hope that I can achir
these aims and improve ,
Edinburgh's position as them,
successful and efficiently organi,
Sports Union in Scotland.

I

On tap in selected bars.and pu?lichouses will be McEwans 80 Shilling cask-conditioned ale.
Over 100 years old and strll breV>(ing, and when Y<?U find i~ in a bar, dare we call. it a.fr(ng~ benefit?
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There are probably only a few
souls out there who find this
_applies to them and most of
them probably don't think
there are any problems in
being a home student. Neither
did I in Freshers' Week.
For
Edinburgh
residents,
Freshers' Week itself pres~nts few
proqlems. You'll either . end up
being terribly blase (of course,
I' ve been going to the Pear Tree for
absolutely years now), terribly well
informed {oh, I know all the good
places to get an alarm clock/black
hair dye/suntan/boyfriend) or very
frustrated .(ves. I do .happen to
know where it is, I've lived here for
19 years). Later on, you'll find
there are two main areas for worry ..
These· areas are beautifully
intertwined (confused eh?). These
are your social life and your
finances. You'll probably have
more money than people in flats
·but if you're still under parental
control you may find your opportunities to spend your extra dough
.on going out on the town severely
·curtailed.
This of course depends on how
you get on with your parents, a
problem everyone else will only
have during holidays or enforced
visits., Distinct benefits include normal security from day one. Distinct
drawbacks include too much security which can make the wfiole
thing feel like schooldays over

Staying/~ou _are here
i
ai
hO m e
E<!~burgh Umvers1ty IS. spht
spmtually and geographically
.
between .Arts and -Sciences George Square and Kings
Buildings
respectively.
Whether this is a good thing or
again. This is something that has to not you can decide for yourself,
be hammered or gently tapped out but it w_on't take you many
with parents as time goes on. Get it weeks to spot the differences

right and you 'II have the cushiest
life going at university.
Fmancially, if you stay at home
and your parents give you the contribution (create _havoc if they
don't), you will be betteroff. If you
decide to move into a flat (and
there are plenty of sound academic
as well as social reasons for doing
.so) the SED will not give you any
,more money unless, broadly speaking, your parents say that they disown you or your Director of Studies
claims it is essential for your studies
that you move out.

KINGS BUILDINGS

Perhaps the first thing that sprin~
to mind when KB is mentioned is
where the hell is it? {It's not
unusual for people who don't have
·to go there to spend four years at
Edinburgh and never actually see
it, never mind · go in). Actually
you'll find it a mile and a half from
George Square_:_ all 115 acr.es of it
- at the end of Mayfield Road.
That's just 25p on the No. 42 Bus,
or free if you want to risk death in
Above all, don't make the mis- the crush trying to get on the
take of thinking you're above it all. minibus. It must be said though that
If you stick to 'out-of-uni' friends if you go a bit further out of town
either they'll think you've changed you're into open fields and sheep
eventually {the 'bloody students' country. 1
·
syndrome) or else you'll miss out on
The science campus is big. Very
half the point of going to university big. The James Clerk Maxwell
- cue cliche -you don't just go to Building (or JCMB · as this
-university to get a degree. All the acronym-obsessed University calls
_helping organisations such as it) is the largest University building
Nightline aren't just there for in Et!rope, as you'll be endlessly
people suffering from homesick- informed. It is also a maze of doors
ness as problems can be just as bad' and corridors ·- so don't forget
at home , if not worse. The thing to your ball of string.
"remember is that no other university residence provides students
But there's mare to life than
with two counsellors each who will work, and-KB has it all. There's lots
also act as cook, cleaner, telephone of yummy food to be had and more
answering machine , taxi service importantly a cheap bar; a big
and problem solvers except the screen TV in the coffee lounge; a
residence called Home.
record library; and if you feel
Sally Greig . sporty there's four squash courts,

King's Buildings circa 1960- spot the JCMB.

two .badminton courts, a multigym
·and even pop-mobility twice a
. week. A!Pthis and the quest for
. pure knowledge too. Can you wait?

the David Hume Tower (Arts), the
DHT lecture halls and the William
Robertson Building are all linked
by subterranean passages. Useful
to know on rainy days, of which
'there are many. (I got regularlJ
GEORGES9UARE
·soaked for months before I
The buildings around George realised).
The DHT coffee room is cold and
Square are almost universally
awful. God knows how many used grim , and the coffee is almos•
notes were passed under tables in undrinkable.
Tpe DHT. itself was carefullJ
brown envelopes to get planning
permission for such architectural :position to create swirling air cur
rents to blow pedetrians off theit
eye-sores. .
The Main Library is big and con- . feet. It also sways in the wind.
George Square Gardens arc
fusing, so it's a good idea to get it
·sussed out early on so you know great for sitting about in on sunnJ
where to find books when you have . days (remember those?) . Watcl
to get down to doing some real · out when using it as a short cu•
work, in about week three. There is though. They sometimes lock th1
a place for coffee and eats in the gates at funny times to make peoph
basement, but if you just want a walk a long way round.
Whether you find yourself a;
chat then have it in the second floor
reading room - everybody else George Square or Kings Buildings
you certainly won't be bored ~
does .
Interesting fact . The Adam Fer- especially if you remember to buJ
guson Building (social sciences), Student each week.

NOISE. 'Tll GOOl>I\\E.SS l:.Nttws

ONE EVENINC ...

WHl'ir HCAA OF "THE. ~NINC. ..
.. . P~VNKEN HOOi.ie.ANS ..•

GOSSIP
. . . Oh how are the mighty fallen: on the way into a reception for
SRC hacks at the Students' Association offices, who should I see outside wearing newspapers wrapped
·around his feet but Bilbo Tragic,
last year's failed first year science
,rep candidate. Tough luck Bilbo
and here's hopin' the winter ain't
too cold in the gutter . . . Meanwhile inside at the reception, pert
breasted Nocturnal Affairs convener Susie Cbuckiesinlove tells me
she'd be absolutely thrilled to
throw herself in front of a Sinclair
CS if only I'd print her name within
25 words of David Bowie's, all in
bold type-sorry Susie, no dice, try
throwing yourself under me and
maybe we can make a deal ...
. . . amazing really, the tricks
that some people will get up to:
Midweek
"journalist" Crosby
Stillsandgorbacbev has apparently
resorted to removing all his clothes
before having a bath in an effort to
boost sagging circulation figures!
What a waste: sorry sweetie but
you'll have to do better than scrub
your armpits before you take the
stinlc" oufof that rag ... meanwhile
at the soup counter who should I
chance to meet but pert breasted
Mel
Gibson-lookalike
Art
Bloomsbury , sometime presidential candidate and hideously inept
rep for the Faculty of Unethical
Procedures, "long time no see," he
, says, his arm casually slung around
the waist of his new companion -a
life size marble statue of Dame Vera
Lynn. Yeah , Art, and let's keep it
that way .. .
... More stimulating company is
found in the bar where the most
consistently witty hack , pert
breasted Bert Prested, is discoursing on the subject of the NUS; "it

1

0
0

I

fARTY

John Hodge.

All contributio~s to this section of
the paper are welfome. Anyone
interessted shouJ,P contact John
Hodge at the Stumfst offices as soon

as possible: the best times to try are
Tuesday evening or Friday lun.chtime, or leave a message with a
telephone number at which you can
be reached.

1
·

0
0
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fAKTY

SJ

spells SUN backwards/ he mum-·
bles wickedly. Laugh! l was · v10lently ill all over the floor ...
. .. Back in the women's toilets,
Anti-Petspirnnt Committee hackette Amal Militia kicks me
repeatedly in the groin when I try to
go through her famous "diary of a
thousand nights. Don't worry,
Amal , I only saw a couple of pages,
but really is it true.? With him? And
to think we all thought he died in
the seventies . . .
·
... On the way out I bump into
good time girl, seventy-four stone
Narcotics convener, Alice Frump,
who tells me she's worried about
her "body image". Can you
imagine. Forget the image, honeybunch, worry about the body ...
. .. that's all for now folks, see .
ya later and remember not to do I
any~hin·g naughty if I'm not there to 1·
see tt ...

I

*
Of Molars and Man
news, I'm afraid, is that problems
do crop up.
Let me explain. ·(smile while dic-

Address to Freshers

Student's
Introducing
Moralist and Theologian in
Residence, from the Ecumenical Church of St Michael,
Youth Liaison Officer at Barnurnock Community Centre,
the Very Reverend · Gilbert
Hairdo.

tating. pause. resume)

So often· in the welter of delight
and excitement that accompanies
arriyal at University, a new student
finds that he or she is neglecting,
shall we say, the inner man or woman. Perhaps, also, you are neglecting the little things in life that
allow you to face each dawn and
dusk with a clear conscience. Are
you , for example, remembering to
brush your teeth? Far be it from me .
to don the mantle of busybody'
interferng dentist cum vicar - I
mean I was young too once, believe
it or not! - but these things are
important. Oh I remember only too
well how disgruntled I felt at the
ttme on being cautioned ·by his Holiness the Pope on what I regarded
as a minor aspect of dental hygie,ne.
"Use floss, " he whispered to me
one morning when I was but a
trainee choirboy's · apprentice
reserve: I was furious as he said it,
but, on reflection he was of course
right. Yes, these things are important: if your teeth have rotted , your
soul is next. The converse is also
true, by the way, if your soul is anything less than pure then sure as day.

Hi there! Gilbert Hairdo here!
Just arrived in Edinburgh? How 's
it going so far? Well I hope you're
going to enjoy my warm, friendly,
come-on-in-and-chat, exclamation
mark-riddled prose! Isn't the big
·wide world just jam packed full of
·surprises! I daresay that like a litter
of newborn puppies you Freshers
are finding new sights, · sounds,.
smells, tastes, and feelings with
every moment that passes in your'
new environment. And you know,
in my travels around the University
I meet many young people in your
situation, and I find that with my
considerable experience of getting
on really, really, almost unbelievably, well with young people I am
often able to help them with any
problems that crop up. And the sad
l
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follows night you'll be chomping 01
china fangs by next Eastei
(Jeremiah, Ch 4, v 7).
· ·But i' seem ·10· be digressing! Oi
course keeping your tee\h clean ii
not the only problem: you may b(
lonely, unhappy, desperate, miser>
able, depressed, morbid, heartbro
ken, lost, or any combination ofth1
foregoing, but ask yourself, "Whal
can Gilbs possibly do for me if I
won"t start by helping myself?" Thi
answer, I'm afraid, is very little
The Lord, and his appointed rep
resentative at Barnurnock Com
munity Centre (viz. me) help tho~
who start by helping themselves. S<
at least twice a day . Check yoUI
brush: when did you lasfrenew iti
Five minutes regular firm strokes
Try doing it to music: the Lon,
don Symphony Orchestra's versiot
of "Itsy bitsy teeny weeny yellov.
polka dot bikini" is especially suita,
ble for this purpose.
That's all for this week, kids. n
you have any problems with you!
dentition or any other aspect ol
your spiritual life then feel free t<
·stop me around the University OI
drop in at the Centre, anl
.remember, I understand yount
people like you. Happy smiling!
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PUBS AND TOILETS

1
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r&•CY I DBI.It
the same street, in fact. The
Antiquary, The baillie and Raffles
are all in St Stephens Street as well
why is it that some students stick to only one pub for four years? as being popular student/young/
This little guide gives you no excuse for rotting in the corner of the New Town Trendy pubs. Shambles
Pear Tree from term to term. What's the Pear Tree? Read on round the corner in Raeburn Pl. is
intriguing as it's on about five levels
Pint Pullers.
If you're English, the good news chmont/Bruntsfield area, there inside. Not recommended for the
is that the licensing laws are great aren't that many decent pubs. The paralytic as you'd never find your
- the pubs don't close in the after- Earl of Marchmont in Marchmont back from the loo.
noons (except on Sundays in some Rd. is passable. with a good
The Royal Mile provides another
cases) and stay open till at least jukebox, The Kings · in the naturally formed pub crawl - you
11.30 pm ail week long, with a Bruntsfield Hotel is at least handy. don't even have to walk up hill.
generous amount of late licences till
In treading the beaten trail from Start off in Nicky Tams or Preserva2 or 3 am. The bad news is that the Pollock to the Unions, a pub crawl tion Hall in Victoria St. , the halls
:first visit home is likely to result in can be originated by stoppi ng off at also featuring live music most
1
severe frustration and a bad case of the Gold Mdal, opposite the Pool, nights, then head up to the Mile for
the shakes.
which holds regular dodgy discos . . Deacon Brodies - upstairs preferOnce you've investigated all the At the corner of E. Preston St. and ably - then just stagger down the
unions , there are still a lot of good South Clerk St. The Wine Glass is Mile. Turn down Niddry St. for
pubs near the University. The good for a laugh, a very poppy Bannerman's
very quaint ,
Bristo opposite the Student Centre video screen and a squad of 'young' pseudo bierkeller, eg stone floors ,
and the Pear Tree almost qualify as drinkers . Crawling further up the spit-in-the-sawdust ,
fefectory
Honorary Unions. Both serve good road the Southern has been reno- tables , etc. Don't go on your own in
food , coffee etc. The Pear Tree has vated relatively tastefully, while the dark.
a great beer garden for getting wet Hi'cups opposite the Odeon holds
Th~ Tollcross/Lothian Rd. crawl
in while the Bristo has board the TV AM award for the loudest has fallen into disrepute due to its
games. A Trivial Pursuit , indeed . landlady.
takeover by the young Top Shop
Next door to the Pear Tree are the
Every pub guide mentions the Squad. Mind you , somethings
quieter Patridge and Maxie's Wine Canny Man in Morningside Rd.
never change. The Tap o' Louriston
Bar and Restaurant - take Mum and it's really worth a visit to see the in Lauriston Pl. is still full of very
and Dad here and pray you don't roomfuls (literally) of clocks weird , trendy people and Bennets
meet the rugby club. Down the antigues , stuffed witches and other plus the Green Room next to the
road in Buccleuch St. is Proctor's assorted curios. Elsewhere in Mor- Kings Theatre is still immune. At
smaller but still bery popular ningside The Merlin and The Belha- the bottom end of Lothian Rd. ,
while round by Forrest Road and ven are bad examples of plastic. Joe's Garage is big and worth a trip
the Bedlam is The Doctors - very brewery p-ubs but the atmosphere if only to see the Morris Minor
old Edinburgh and usually not so is none the worse for the garish stuck on the wall-I kid you not. In
busy in the evening for a quiet dec9r.
between give Reflections, Burnt
·
The Edinburgh New Town has Post, Lord Toms, Bull and Bush
drink. Take in some sights by going
to Greyfriars Bobby at the tope of lots of hotels with public bars , and Palmers a wide berth , espeCandlemaker Row, getting drunk which are quite cheap and open cially on Friday and Saturday
and staring out the window at the late. These are probably your best nights. If not slap on some fake tan ,
little doggys statue. This place is bet for a quiet drink or all night ses- wear lots of white with something
sion. Both The Claret Jug in Great inpenetrable like a siz 6 leotard
always busy and open late.
This of course isn't much good if King Street or Tilted Wig in Cum- underneath and make sure you
you 're stuck in your flat and fancy a berland St. are small and classy but know your exists.
drink at 10.30. A quick round-up of tend to have an older, arty clienWhen you reach Princes St.I
the
ghetto
watering
holes, tele. Another student ghetto Town Centre, things are getting
methinks. Considering the student/ nearby is Stockbridge , simply over- really tough. Starting at the Wes1
normal person ration inthe Mar- flowing with good pubs - three in End. Bianco's next to Frasen

Fact: There a lot of pubs in Edinburgh. 523 according to the
phone book. Fact: The Licensing Laws are amazingly liberal. So

....

With a full bladder and. a stout find death, decay and destruction
heart I worked my way south from strewn about with great liberality
Chambers Street to George and he describes the atmosphere as
Square, going boldly where many one of "malaria and slow death".
men have obviously gone before, Exactly.
.
some a good deal more obviously
And now to the post-war, brave
than others. civilisation, wrote Eric new world splendour of George
Idle, comes down to having a good Square where the toilets in the
sewage system: he may well have DHT, William Robertson Buildbeen right but he didn't mention ing, Adam Ferguson Building,
anything about civilisation also George Square Theatre, and Main
having nice clean toilets with soap , Library are all much of a muchness .
towels and/or hot air driers, and All rather inhospitable and
good ventilation, which is just as uniform , they do at least make a
well since by those criteria several stab at regular cleaning and a stanlocalities here mentioned might dard of hygiene greater than that
well fail the test dismally.
seen in the Third World. These
Starting at Chambers Street places also have a lot of graffiti on
Union: toilets here are small , fea- susceptible surfaces, most of which
tureless, and are usually permeated is pretty boring and hardly the stuff
with a fine mist of Motorhead- one might hope for in such a distinroadie vomit. Unless the latter is a guished seat of learning as Edinquality you admire in a public ~on- burgh: "Bloke seeks another for
venience then the place is best · mutual body rub" is not this invesavoided.
tigator's idea of well-written vanA rigoeous, attic-to-basement dalism .
search of the Old College revealed
No graffiti of any sort is found in
n'3t even a hint of a urinal. Presum- the pristine environment of the
ably it is a feature ot a training in toilets in the Erskine Medical LibLaw that . you have to become far rary where students of things meditoo dignified to do anything so vul- cal scrub themselves down with
gar as acutally pass water.
wire wool and sulphuric acid in an
A short trek across Bristo Square attempt to kill all known germs.
and one finds oneself in the toilets
And finally, to the Pyschology
at Teviot Row. In keeping with the Department where the servitors
~est f this neo-Vict!lrian · mock ·asked deep searching questions ·
Gothic edifice, these toilets are in about my motivation for wanting to
need of some repair, spelt "demoli- enter the building, and were uncontion" . Entering them, one is vinced by my plumber disguise. So
reminded of the scene in the Psychology toilets remai,n hid"Apocalypse Now" when Martin den, raising the question of what
Sheene arrives at Kurtz's base to they were trying to hide.

serves good food but deteriorater
as it gets dark. Wighams Wine Bar_
next door is much better- a gigantic cellar with attached restaurant
(though it can be pricey). Heading
up along George St_. - there is
nothing on Princes St. itself Madogs serves better cocktails than
New York, or so I'zm reliably
informed, but is not recommended
for claustrophobics. There are lots
of pubs on the streets which cross
George Si. , all easy to find and
easier to forget. Hendersons wine
bar in Hanover St. is attached to the
vegetarian restaurant , a good place
for an evening out. In Rose St. The
Rose Street Brewery is just that , a
good bet for homebrew therefore .
The pubs around St Andrew
Square are as endearing as Lothian
Road , Rakes, Gatsby's and Mister
Mustard's only ever come aliveat
night if alive is the correct word. In
the new Waverley Market , the Cafe
Noir is becoming popular and good
reports are winging .this way. A
must for Chariots ofFire groupies is
the Cafe Roya~in West Register St.
The Cafe Royal is where Ben Cross
and Jan Holm had a cosy chat halfway through the film . Imagine the
film and you 've got te atmosphere
of the place. Go on past St James
Centr_e and take a. sharp right down
Caltopn Rd. Now follow your ears.
That loud noise is The Jailhouse ;,

large busy and your best bet
music as there are live bands e
night.
All the discos in Edinburgh
be tarrecj by the same brush
· expensive , tacky cattle mark
Their only redeeming feat ur
that many of them operate i
pendent club nights throughout
week - watch the Music
What's On pages for details If
want to risk your sanity or an)1
else for that matter you can
Coasters at West Tollcross w
has probably the most varied p
ramme and range of club ni
Annabels in Semple St., is good
parties but pricey , Mad Hatte
the Royal Mile has a good coc
happy hour , Sinatra's in the
James Centre is small bu1
good lunches, while Cinder
Rockerfellas in St. Stephen St.·
such bad taste has to be seen t
believed. This is where they h
Radio 1 DJ's. Enough said?
Generally use your own tas1e
common sense. Get a big Lot
Region Transport map from
office on South Bridge and k
where you are and how to get b
buses , etc. Edinbu rgh has a pu
every occasion several times
so make the most of your
years. By the way , that's rou
130 pubs a year .
Sally

Are you sitting comfortably,
cross-legged , with a tense look
about your face that can only be
described as desperation? If you
have this 'need to go' , then read
these words beforehand for they
provide the means by which satisfaction from your present predica;ment may be gained. The rest of the
paper supplies ample pleasant
reading whilst 'on the throne'.
Many confused males have been
puzzled by that fetish of females to
disappear to the toilets in pairs,
clutching their handbags . Surprisingly ; there is a sound, logical
reason for this - besides the obvious one of being able to catch up on
the gossip away from the blaring
noises of the disco and drunken
<:hatter- and that is that the unsuspecting female student does need
the moral support of a friend in
order to face up to the formidable:
sights that greet here behind the
door marked 'Ladies'.
It is a pity that this prestigious
establishment fails to provide the
members of the fairer sex with
adequate facilities (by that J mean
meeting an acceptable level of
hygiene) for bladder relief and nose
powedering.
To start with Potterrow , where
females have to put up with a distinct lack of toilet roll -of the hard
and _crunchy variety - and poor
lightmg, meaning that retouches to
make-up so carefully applied a few
hours before can go disastrously
wrong. On the other hand, Teviot
has a wonderful circular arrange-

ment of mirrors so that you can
yourself in gory detail from e
conceivable angle. H owever,
toilets are situated at the botto
the building: so, if you happen_t
en joying a drink and a boogie 1
Debating Hall , it is well advi
to plan pit stops well in adv
seating area is provided for
eration before the long trek up
stairs again. Chambers Stree1
renovated last year so the w
comparatively free of the p
scrawlings found elsewhere.
As for the University buil
well . . . The David Hume 1i
basement was the place to be
w&ile back but only by a
tom. The William Ro
Building is currently carrying
survey on the pros and
being a Scottish student at a
tish university - interesting
ing with soem valid poin1s
made . ,l\.ny strong feelings
subject-drop in for a scribb
Main Library m.iy leave you
quandaryfor the toilets once
(hint - try anything that too
a broom cupboard) present a
problem - where are the
towels? Knowing this could w
the difference between an or
and an honours degree .
To finish , I must give a 5
reminder to all females of th
Scout code of Survival: be
pared , i.e. ALWAYS caITY
ket of Handie Andies.

a

John Hodge and Katrina

